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Abstract

Incoherent cold neutron spectroscopy provides a unique non-invasive access to self-diffusion
on nanometer length scales and time scales from several nanoseconds down to picoseconds.
Combined with its high sensitivity to hydrogen atoms, neutron spectroscopy significantly
contributes to the exploration of soft matter and biomaterials. Compared to synchrotron
x-ray scattering experiments, neutron scattering experiments are more severely restricted by
the available beam brilliance. The maximum achievable neutron source flux in the cold and
thermal energy range is limited by first principles, and even future spallation neutron sources
will “only” increase the source performance by one or two orders of magnitude compared
to the best existing sources. Therefore, considerable effort is devoted to improving neutron
spectroscopy instruments for an optimal use of the neutron source. State-of-the-art neutron
optical components such as a ballistic neutron guide, and a phase space transformer (PST)
based on moving mosaic crystals are reviewed in the context of the future new backscatter-
ing spectrometer IN16B at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL). The improvement of neutron
spectrometers renders new types of experiments feasible. Following a detailed description
of the neutron backscattering technique in the context of complementary methods, a brief
overview of various recent applications of cold neutron spectroscopy is provided. Some ex-
amples in the fields of polymer as well to macromolecular colloid physics are subsequently
discussed in more detail. These examples point to the perspective of new insights to be
gained by new spectrometers in the future. One example addresses silk fibres, which are
mechanically outstanding nanostructured protein polymer fibres. Neutron spectroscopy on
different time- and length scales, in part combined with in situ tensile tests, contributes to
an understanding of the mechanical properties of silk fibres. Another example deals with
model globular proteins in aqueous solution as highly monodisperse colloidal suspensions.
A particular interest thereby focuses on the effect of molecular crowding and the effect of
charges on the molecular mobility. These and other examples illustrate the unique infor-
mation obtained by neutron spectroscopy. They also point to future perspectives with new
soft matter sample environments, allowing for instance for in situ tensile testing and in situ
optical spectroscopy.



“The effect was as if he had twisted the entire world through a billionth part of a billionth part
of a degree. Everything shifted, was for a moment minutely out of focus, and then snapped
back again as a suddenly different world.”

The long dark tea-time of the soul, chapter 24 [2].



Preface

Understanding diffusion on molecular length scales is essential to understand interaction and,
thus, to understand function in almost any soft-matter system, be it a liquid, a glass-forming
system, a colloidal suspension or gel, a polymer, a membrane, or a biological system. The on-
going effort to improve experimental methods exploring diffusion on molecular length scales
is therefore considerable. This effort emerging mainly from soft-matter science has strong
implications in the distant fields of the advancement of neutron optics and also engineering
and induces significant capital investment. In return, new studies are inspired regarding
diffusion in systems that require an ever increasing accuracy in the information on diffusion.
It appears timely to attempt a small review of new developments in high-resolution neutron
spectroscopy, which is a technique optimized to study diffusion on molecular length scales, in
the context of example scientific questions and future perspectives. This holds in particular,
since the Institut Laue-Langevin has committed itself to provide one of the best sub-µeV
resolution cold neutron spectrometers by building the new instrument IN16B. Neutron op-
tics has moved forward during the several years devoted to this project, since the optimum
speed of the so-called phase space transformer has been better understood. In addition, the
complex interplay of an approximately “ballistic” neutron guide, a neutron velocity selec-
tor, an elliptical focus guide, and the phase space transformer itself were optimized for this
new spectrometer. It is emphasized that this type of spectrometer of course not only serves
soft-matter science in its broadest definition, and it not only measures diffusion, but also for
instance quantum rotational tunneling in suitable crystals. The instrument is also a tool to
determine thermal Debye-Waller factors, i.e. a characteristic quantity of the phonon spec-
trum, in almost any system, and to detect glass and melting transitions, as well as molecular
adsorption on surfaces. Further, it serves other types of experiments which require an ac-
curate energy definition at scattering vectors suitable to retrieve information on molecular
length scales. For the new instrument, state-of-the-art mechanical engineering reaches its
limits at several moving optical components, namely the neutron velocity selector, the phase
space transformer, and the moving monochromator Doppler drive.

With the present review, the author intends to put a number of publications which he co-
authored in a context of perspectives for future work. Most figures have been taken from
these publications. The chapters 5 and 6 contain parts of the articles [18, 56, 72, 167] on
instrument developments, which were co-authored by the author of the present review, in
an abbreviated and adapted form. Notably, several publications which are discussed within
a broader scope in this brief review – including amongst others [72, 134, 135, 138, 143] –
emerged in the context of the author’s activity in co-supervising thesis students.
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List of abbreviations

BASIS - Time-of-flight backscattering spectrometer at the Spallation Neutron Source
BATS - Backscattering and time-of-flight spectroscopy
DLS - Dynamic light scattering
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HR - High Resolution (spectroscopy)
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IN10 - “First generation” cold neutron backscattering spectrometer at the ILL
IN13 - “First generation” thermal neutron backscattering spectrometer at the ILL
IN16 - “Second generation” cold neutron backscattering spectrometer at the ILL
IN16B - Cold neutron backscattering spectrometer built at the ILL within the Mil-

lennium Programme for instrument renewal
McStas - Neutron ray-tracing simulation package (www.mcstas.org)
NMR - Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
PST - Phase Space Transformation
QENS - Quasi-elastic neutron scattering
SNS - Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
TOF - Time-of-Flight (spectroscopy)
VCS - Vertical Cold Source - one of the two cold neutron moderators at the ILL
XPCS - X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy

Mathematical notation and symbols

ϕ - volume fraction of colloids/proteins in solution
D - diffusion constant
k - wave vector
ω, E - energy transfer
Ω - solid angle
R(ω) - spectrometer resolution function
q, Q - scattering vector (synonymous representations)
S(q, ω) - dynamic scattering function accessible by neutron spectroscopy
σ - scattering cross section
T - temperature
〈u2〉 - atomic vibrational mean squared displacement
⊗ - convolution
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Neutron spectroscopy accesses spatial and time correlations by measuring the van Hove
scattering function S(q, ω) [96, 154, 168] depending on the scattering vector q and energy ω.
Incoherent neutron spectroscopy can be used to obtain the self-diffusion on nanometer length
scales [170]. The absence of alternative non-invasive techniques to for instance probe self-
diffusion with a high sensitivity to the hydrogen atom predominant in soft matter justifies
the considerable cost of neutron spectroscopy. Neutron spectroscopy also provides unique
information on spatial restrictions to which diffusion processes may be confined on nanometer
length scales through the elastic incoherent structure factor [12, 13]. From this information
models of the geometry of confined motions may be derived.

Amongst the most frequently used neutron spectroscopy techniques are cold neutron
time-of-flight spectroscopy accessing picosecond time scales and cold neutron backscattering
accessing nanosecond time scales. Both techniques access the spatial and time correlations by
measuring S(q, ω) at scattering vectors q corresponding to nanometer length scales. Time-
of-flight and backscattering spectrometers in the absence of polarisation analysis measure
both coherently and incoherently scattered neutrons. In the case of samples rich in hydrogen
atoms, the incoherent scattering is dominant and the self-diffusion of the scattering atoms
can be extracted from S(q, ω). The complementary neutron spin-echo technique accesses
the intermediate scattering function S(q, t) in time t which is similar to the observable in
visible and x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy techniques.

Neutron spectroscopy techniques provide information on molecular motion and comple-
ment experiments which solely address structural properties. Through the aforementioned
concept of the elastic incoherent structure factor [12, 13], neutron spectroscopy in addition
contributes information on the local order of soft matter samples. By contrast, diffraction
techniques are sensitive to long-range order, which is mostly absent in soft matter. Neutron
spectroscopy techniques are mostly applied to relatively large samples with masses on the
order of 100 mg in the case of polymers, biological samples or other hydrogen-rich materials.
The techniques can also be made sensitive to surfaces and interfaces if these are sufficiently
large. This is the case for example for large stacks of surfaces as well as for nanoporous or
powder materials with large effective surfaces. The impact of neutron spectroscopy on the
study of surface diffusion and catalysis is evident from this option.

The information on molecular motion is essential to for instance understand biologi-
cal function such as membrane function and molecular transport processes and dynamics-
function relationships in soft matter in general. Diffusion is of great interest for the un-
derstanding of biological interactions and interaction time scales as well as the transport
of information. Diffusion is also important to comprehend the dynamic precursor processes
of aggregation from aqueous solution in biological systems, which may occur by way of the
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charge-controlled formation of transient clusters. In brief, understanding diffusion is essential
to understand interaction. Incoherent neutron scattering thereby provides a unique access
to self-diffusion processes as opposed to collective diffusion. The latter, by contrast, is rou-
tinely accessed by photon correlation spectroscopy methods which detect nearest-neighbor
correlations in colloidal suspensions through the transverse coherence of the impinging radi-
ation. Collective diffusion can also be detected by the neutron spin-echo method where an
analog situation to the large transverse coherence of the incident radiation is achieved by
the spin-encoding of the incident neutrons. The unique access to self-diffusion is essential to
study interactions of diffusing particles with their surrounding media.

The scattering theory underlying the interpretation of quasi-elastic and inelastic neu-
tron scattering experiments has been elaborated some decades ago. This also applies to
the standard concepts of neutron instruments. Modern developments, by contrast, con-
cern the enhancement of neutron spectrometers through progress in neutron optics, and of
neutron sample environments to broaden the fields of application of neutron spectroscopy.
Further, modern theory in neutron spectroscopy aims at understanding diffusion, and al-
though the scattering theory appears to be complete, this does not apply to the theory of
diffusing particles in complex systems such as colloidal suspensions or diffusion in geometri-
cal confinement. Whilst neutron time-of-flight spectrometers can access both relatively fast
picosecond time scale diffusion processes as well as phonons, high-resolution spectrometers
are optimized to study slower diffusion processes which are of great importance in colloid
and polymer physics. It is the purpose of the present review to summarize recent instru-
ment and sample environment developments with particular emphasis on high-resolution
cold neutron backscattering, and to provide examples of application and future perspectives
in bio-related soft matter science. Unprecedented accuracy in the data acquisition will be
required to understand diffusion in complex media such as colloidal suspensions, which are
extremely sensitive to environmental parameters such as ionic strength and charge distribu-
tions. The same necessity of a high experimental accuracy holds when for example minute
changes in the molecular diffusion have to be recorded as a function of other external pa-
rameters such as the tensile strain applied to polymer fibers, or when the effect of different
types of lipid molecules on the fluctuation spectrum of a lipid membrane is to be studied.

The present review is organized as follows: In chapter 2, basic concepts of diffusion rele-
vant for interpreting neutron spectroscopy data will be briefly visited, followed in chapter 3
by an introduction to basic concepts in high resolution neutron spectroscopy and their brief
comparison to complementary techniques. These first two chapters are kept extremely con-
cise to conform with the spatial restrictions of this small review. Special emphasis will then
be given to the high resolution neutron backscattering technique in chapter 4. This backscat-
tering technique will be implemented in the future spectrometer IN16B at the ILL and will
benefit from recent advances in neutron optics summarized in the chapter 5 – addressing
in particular the Phase Space Transformation technique – and chapter 6 – addressing other
state-of-the-art neutron optical components. Subsequent to these two chapters discussing
the neutron optics implemented in IN16B, the chapter 7 deals with new sample environments
for an in situ combination of neutron spectroscopy and other experiments on soft matter
samples. Chapter 8 presents recent, current, and future examples of application of neutron
backscattering. Chapter 9 closes this small review with an attempt of a view to the future.
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Chapter 2

Concepts in diffusion

The article on Brownian motion [21] by A. Einstein [44] has been cited more frequently [85]
than his more famous papers on special relativity [46] and the quantum nature of light [45]
which appeared in the same year 1905. This observation underlines the importance of under-
standing diffusion and general random concepts of motion [107]. Brownian diffusion can be
seen as overdamped motion driven by thermal fluctuations in a solvent medium. In modern
physics, the concepts of Brownian diffusion have been extended to include so-called anoma-
lous diffusion processes such as subdiffuion and superdiffusion [85]. Recent research has also
addressed the “hydrodynamic memory” [51] arising from a diffusing particle acting back on
its solvent. Historically, the mathematical description of diffusion goes back to A. Fick [49].
According to Fick’s second law, diffusion can be written analogously to the heat equation as
a concentration field which changes with time as

∂ρ

∂t
= D ▽2 ρ, (2.1)

where ρ is the particle concentration and D the diffusion constant.
High-resolution neutron spectroscopy techniques are the ideal tool to study diffusion on

molecular length scales. Due to the existence of spin and isotope incoherent and coher-
ent neutron scattering, neutrons can probe both self- and collective diffusion phenomena.
In the present chapter only the most prominent terms and definitions regarding diffusion
will be reviewed, mostly restricting the discussion to simple Brownian motion and exten-
sions for confined geometries [12] and crowded colloidal suspensions [11]. For more detailed
considerations we refer to the textbooks such as Refs. [34, 133].

2.1 Equation of motion: the Langevin equation

The classical Newton equation of motion can be generalized to describe diffusion in a many-
particle system by introducing a time-dependent stochastic force term Ffluct(t) [90]. The
Newton equation for a particle with velocity v is then written as

v̇ + αv = Γ(t) (2.2)

with α = −γ

m
and m Γ(t) = Ffluct(t), where γ = 6πη0a > 0 is a constant accounting for the

drag experienced by the diffusing particle with radius a and mass m in the system (solvent)
with viscosity η0. The stochastic force Ffluct(t), denoted Langevin force, can mostly be
written as a delta-correlated function with zero mean and the fluctuation strength ξ

〈Γ(t)〉 = 0, 〈Γ(t) Γ(t′)〉 = ξ δ(t − t′). (2.3)
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Importantly, the solution of the Langevin equation 2.2,

v(t) = v0 exp(−αt) +

∫ t

0

dt′ exp(−α(t − t′))Γ(t′) (2.4)

with the initial condition v0 = v(0), gives rise to the definition of the so-called mean-squared
displacement

W (t) =
1

2d

〈

(r(t) − r(0))2
〉

=
1

2d

∫ t

0

∫ t

0

dt1 dt2 〈v(t1)v(t2)〉

=
1

2d

ξ

α2
t

(

1 − (1 − exp(−αt))

αt
+

(1 − exp(−αt))2

2αt

(

2α

ξ
v2
0 − 1

))

. (2.5)

Therein, r is the particle position and d the dimension of the system. For t −→ ∞, eq. 2.5
reduces to W (t) = D0t with the Brownian diffusion coefficient

D0 =
ξ

2dα2
=

kBT

γ
. (2.6)

In equation 2.6 we recognize the well-known Stokes-Einstein relation, assuming that the
relation between ξ and γ is given by the equipartition theorem of classical mechanics [133].
For all systems studied with cold and thermal neutron scattering, the above non-relativistic
descriptions are entirely sufficient. (Relativistic generalizations of diffusion are subject to
ongoing research [43].)

2.2 Diffusion equation: the Smoluchowski equation

The diffusion in general is governed by the Smoluchowski equation [173] which is also known
as Fokker-Planck equation and describes the propagation of the probability density function
in time, assuming inertia-free particles,

∂P (r, t)

∂t
= L̂SP (r, t) (2.7)

with the probability density function P (r, t) and the Smoluchowski operator L̂S acting on
the function F through

L̂S(F) = ▽D(r) [β [▽U(r)] (F) + ▽(F)] . (2.8)

Therein, β = kBT , r is the vector of all particle coordinates, U = U(r) is the potential
energy of the system, and D(r) is the diffusion tensor. The Smoluchowski equation provides
more information on the diffusion in a system compared to the Langevin equation, since it
in principle allows to calculate ensemble-averaged macroscopic system parameters such as
correlation functions which are directly accessible to for instance scattering experiments.

2.3 Self-diffusion

Self-diffusion – synonymously denoted tracer diffusion – is the diffusion of an individual
particle seen when disregarding the correlations with surrounding particles, i.e the diffusion
of an individual particle through the environment consisting of a solvent and/or other par-
ticles. Neutron time-of-flight and backscattering spectroscopy techniques provide access to
the incoherent scattering function Sinc(Q, ω) from hydrogen-rich soft-matter and bio-related
samples. Sinc(Q, ω) contains information on the ensemble-averaged single-particle correla-
tion function of the hydrogen atoms (see figure 2.1). When diffusion is present in the sample,
Sinc(Q, ω) thus accesses the self-diffusion.
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2.4 Collective diffusion

Figure 2.1: Sketch illustrating the difference between collective difusion and self-diffusion:
To determine the self-diffusion (left), the single-particle self-correlation function of the spa-
tial coordinate Rj(t) for particle j is measured and the ensemble average is taken. Using
neutrons, this is achieved by recording the incoherent scattering. For collective difusion,
the particle-particle correlation function of the particles with the coordinates Ri(t),Rj(t) is
measured and the ensemble average is taken. Using neutrons, this is achieved by recording
the coherent scattering. (Figure from [71])

The isothermal relaxation of the particle density function ρ(r, t) to equilibrium is denoted
collective diffusion. Formally, the collective diffusion coefficient Dc(r, t) is introduced through
the solution of the continuity equation

∂ρ(r, t)

∂t
= −▽ j(r, t) (2.9)

with the particle flux j(r, t),

j(r, t) = −
∫

dr′
∫ t

0

dt′ Dc(r − r′, t − t′) ▽ ρ(r′, t′). (2.10)

Collective diffusion can be measured with coherent neutron scattering for Q −→ 0, or for
suitable systems with dynamic light scattering, which automatically fulfills Q −→ 0.

2.5 Diffusive time scales, short-time and long-time dif-

fusion

When models for diffusion are considered, time scales have to be observed which restrict the
applicability of these models.

Free or Brownian diffusion leads to a mean squared displacement W (t) linear in time,

W (t) = 6 Dapp t, (2.11)

with an apparent diffusion constant Dapp. For interacting particles such as colloid particles
dispersed in an aqueous solution, equation 2.11 still holds on sufficiently short time scales τ
such that

τD ≪ τ ≪ τI =
a2

D0

, (2.12)
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where a is the radius of the particle and D0 is the dilute-limit diffusion constant. τD =
M γ with the particle mass M and the friction parameter γ defines the diffusive time scale
above which diffusive motion takes place. Diffusion when equation 2.12 holds is termed
short-time diffusion. In the short-time regime, the diffusing particle does not encounter
neighboring particles through collisions and only reacts to its environment via hydrodynamic
interactions [11]. For τ ≫ τI , long-time diffusion is observed, which is governed by both
hydrodynamic and direct interactions, i.e. for instance by particle collisions.

For particles with the size of a few nanometers radius in aqueous solution, the high-
resolution neutron backscattering technique accesses the short-time self-diffusion regime,
making it a unique tool to for instance study interactions in protein solutions.

2.6 Rotational diffusion

Particles in solution undergo both translational and rotational diffusion. From a formal
point of view, the models of diffusion may be extended to include rotational diffusion by
including angular coordinates. Thus, in Fick’s law (equation 2.1) for rotational coordinates
the ▽2 operator is written in the spherical angles Θ and Ψ

▽2 =
1

sin Θ

∂

∂Θ

(

sin Θ
∂

∂Θ

)

+
1

sin2 Θ

∂2

∂Θ2
. (2.13)

The development of the theory for the rotational and translational diffusion of non-spherical
objects has been initiated by F. Perrin [116, 117] by introducing hydrodynamic friction
factors known as Perrin factors.

2.7 Confined diffusion

Incoherent quasi-elastic neutron scattering is often used to explore diffusion in confined
geometries. Thereby, the dependence of the ratio of the elastic scattering and the quasi-
elastic scattering on the scattering vector q gives information on the geometry to which
a diffusing particle is confined [12, 13]. This so-called elastic incoherent structure factor
(EISF) is an important observable to quantify spatially confined diffusion. As stated in the
introduction, the concept of the EISF thereby provides information on the local order of
a system as opposed to long-range order. Pioneering work in modeling such confinement
has been carried out by Volino and Dianoux [171] who provided an analytical framework to
describe the diffusion of a particle inside a potential of spherical geometry. The investigation
of dynamics in confinement has thus triggered an entire field of research, applying QENS
to a multitude of different complex systems [14, 104]. For the first time, deviations from
simple Brownian diffusion have been observed in the neutron scattering signals from simple
fluids and quantified by the introduction of the jump-diffusion model [151, 27] which was
subsequently applied with significant success to the description of the self-diffusion of water
molecules which takes place on picosecond time scales at ambient conditions [160, 126], but
also to hydrogen atoms interstitiated in Palladium crystals and diffusing on up to nanosecond
time scales [24]. At present, the diffusion of adsorbed water in geometrical confinement is
frequently investigated in polymer and biomaterials science [15]. A recent example addresses
the effects of tensile deformation on the confinement geometry of adsorbed water in silk
fibers [143] (see also section 7.2).
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Chapter 3

High resolution neutron spectroscopy
in the context of complementary
techniques

Within a few decades from the experimental confirmation of the existence of the neu-
tron [25], the first neutron scattering experiments were carried out at fission reactor neutron
sources [176], neutron spectroscopy was introduced [20], and finally, neutron spectroscopy
at a very high energy resolution was proposed [99]. Using cold neutron scattering, energy
resolutions on the order of 1 µeV FWHM can routinely be achieved. This is due to the low
energy of cold neutrons on the order of 2 meV, such that a 1 µeV energy resolution only
requires an energy definition ∆E/E ≈ 1/2000.

Using high-resolution neutron spectroscopy, diffusion is observed through a broadening
of the elastic scattering signal. This broadening, denoted quasi-elastic scattering [170], in
general depends on the scattering vector. Quasi-elastic neutron scattering can for example be
used to measure the molecular diffusion of water [160]. High resolution neutron spectroscopy
can further be applied to determine the hydrodynamic radius of nanometer scale colloid
particles in solution via their diffusion and the Stokes-Einstein relation even for opaque
samples. By contrast, dynamic light scattering only accesses diffusion in dilute solutions that
are transparent to light and cannot reach molecular length scales. Small-angle scattering can
in principle also access information related to the hydrodynamic radius of a colloid particle,
but it is not possible to separate the structure factor and form factor of particles with a
complex shape in a model-free approach by this method. An important asset of thermal and
cold neutron techniques is that radiation damage to the samples is entirely circumvented,
because the neutron energy is several orders of magnitude below the energy required for
ionization. Also, the thermal heat load of the neutrons can be neglected in this context. A
further asset is that both coherent and incoherent scattering occur, depending on the nuclear
isotope composition of the sample.

The size of all neutron instruments is essentially determined by the length it takes to
moderate a neutron emerging with an energy of the order of 106 eV from a fission or spallation
process down to a few 10−3 eV. The size of a typical moderator is several 10−1 m, and the
typical spot diameter on the surface of a moderator illuminating any sample in a neutron
instrument is 10−1 m. In neutron spectrometers, this spot size is usually focused down to
approximately 3 · 10−2 m in diameter, corresponding to the size of the sample. In the design
of neutron spectrometers, an optimum compromise between beam divergence, i.e. angular
information, and beam intensity is pursued. To best match the finite sample size and beam
divergence effects and record the best possible angular information, the standard sample-to-
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detector or sample-to-analyzer crystal distance is of the order of 2 m. The latter distance is
also important to separate neutrons with different speeds according to their arrival time at
a detector in time-of-flight spectrometers (see the next section). These fundamentals define
the physical appearance of neutron spectrometers.

3.1 Neutron time-of-flight spectroscopy

Due to the low speed of thermal and cold neutrons, which is on the order of magnitude of
the speed of sound in ambient air, the energy dispersion of neutrons can simply be detected
by their flight time over a given path length. This type of neutron spectroscopy experiment
and the feasibility of recording quasi-elastic neutron scattering with it has been pioneered
by B. Brockhouse in the 1950ies [20]. Technically, the recording of the time can be achieved
using pulsed beams generated by rotating chopper disks. Neutron time-of-flight spectroscopy
is a convenient method to obtain the scattering cross section of a sample in time t and solid
angle Ω, ∂2σ

∂Ω∂t
, which is related to the scattering function through

S(Ω, ω) ∝ ki

kf

∂2σ

∂Ω∂ω
∝ t4

∂2σ

∂Ω∂t
. (3.1)

With the time-of-flight method using cold neutrons, the typical scattering vector range
0.4 Å−1 < Q < 2.5 Å−1 can be explored with an energy resolution of approximately 80
to 100 µeV FWHM.

3.2 Neutron spin-echo techniques

The neutron spin-echo technique can be seen as a time-of-flight technique with an improved
precision on the flight time determination. This precision is achieved by using the neutron
spin precession to encode for the flight time [106]. Essentially, the incoming polarized neutron
beam travels through a magnetic field upstream from the sample, and the elastic energy is
defined by a certain number of spin precessions which the neutrons undergo during this
operation. An elastic scattering process is then detected by an equivalent operation inversed
in time following the sample, where the elastically scattered neutron arrives with the original
polarization. Conversely, an inelastic scattering process is measured by a change in the
polarization of the detected neutron. Importantly, the method only detects velocity changes
and not absolute neutron velocities, and the information on these velocity changes can be
used to obtain the intermediate scattering function I(Q, t) of the sample, which is related to
the scattering function S(q, ω) through a Fourier transform. The method has some distant
resemblance to interferometry, and the idea of exploiting spin precessions alludes to nuclear
magnetic resonance experiments (subsection 3.6). Since no absolute neutron velocity needs
to be measured, the instruments can operate with a relatively broad incident wavelength
distribution ∆λ/λ ≈ 0.1 for the benefit of the neutron flux. The maximum accessible
relaxation times of diffusion processes in the samples exceed several 100 ns [48].

3.3 Triple-axis neutron spectroscopy

Triple axis spectrometers are crystal monochromator and analyzer spectrometers where these
crystals are mounted on movable axes to define pairs of wave vectors (ki,kf) where the
scattering intensity is recorded. The three axes of rotation are given by the monochromator,
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sample, and analyzer. These spectrometers are well suited for single-crystal studies due to
the very high precision in the definition of the scattering vector. They serve for example to
explore phonons. Standard (Q, ω)-ranges explored by cold neutron triple axis instruments
are similar to those explored by time-of-flight spectrometers.

3.4 Neutron backscattering

Neutron backscattering is equally a crystal monochromator and analyzer technique which
can be seen as a limiting case of the triple-axis technique in that the incidence of the neutrons
on both the monochromator and analyzer crystals is always in the crystal normal direction.
Here, the energy resolution routinely reaches 1 µeV FWHM or an even better value, covering
the typical scattering-vector range 0.4 Å−1 < Q < 2 Å−1. The high energy resolution comes
at the cost that compared to time-of-flight spectrometers, the maximum detectable energy
transfer range is severely restricted. Similar to the case of time-of-flight spectrometers, in
standard operation the neutrons are detected in parallel for the entire accessible scattering
angle range by using a detector array. No polarization analysis takes place in this standard
operation, i.e. both coherently and incoherently scattered neutrons are recorded. Further
details will be reviewed in the following chapter.

3.5 Photon correlation spectroscopy

Photon correlation techniques using coherent light sources access dynamic information by
measuring the speckle fluctuation on the illuminated sample giving rise to an intensity au-
tocorrelation function in time

g2(t) =
〈I(t + t0) I(t0)〉

〈I〉2 . (3.2)

The coherent light source can be a visible or X-ray light source, and the advantage of X-
ray light sources is that large scattering vectors can be accessed and that opaque samples
may be probed. g2 is related to the intermediate scattering function S(q, t) by the Siegert
relation [93]

g2(q, t) = 1 + β(q) |S(q, t)|2 , (3.3)

where β(q) is the speckle contrast. Photon correlation spectroscopy in the x-ray range
(XPCS) has been pioneered during the 1990ies [37, 162, 108, 63]. The future development
of XPCS techniques will be strongly influenced by the advent of free electron laser x-ray
sources [81]. These x-ray sources are characterized by a sub-picosecond time structure, and
one of their main goals is to enable ultrafast x-ray science. XPCS at free-electron laser
sources will often be combined with delay-line techniques to increase the dynamic range of
XPCS [65]. Another technique related to photon correlation spectroscopy is fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy, which is often applied in biochemistry to record “tracer” diffusion
using fluorescence markers [163].

Photon correlation spectroscopy using visible laser light, known is dynamic light scatter-
ing (DLS), is a standard laboratory technique to measure diffusion in colloidal suspensions,
including protein solutions. Like neutron scattering, it does not create radiation damage.
DLS, like XPCS, can be used to measure collective diffusion. It is extremely useful to
determine diffusion constants in dilute solutions which are not accessible to neutron spec-
troscopy. By contrast, highly concentrated, opaque suspensions cannot easily be probed
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using DLS. For instance, applying standard multi-angle DLS, the highest protein concentra-
tion of Bovine Serum Albumin in water which was safely accessible has been found to be
around 150 mg/ml [68]. Comparing photon correlation to neutron spin echo experiments, it is
noted that both methods access collective diffusion in particle suspensions through coherent
scattering. Photon correlation is based on photon statistics and therefore is an intrinsically
“photon hungry” technique. The faster the time scale to be observed, the higher the photon
flux needs to be. By contrast, in neutron spin echo spectroscopy the observable is determined
by polarization analysis rather than intensity autocorrelation.

3.6 Nuclear magnetic resonance

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments are based on recording the response of the
nuclei in a sample to an externally applied radio frequency. For this purpose, the nuclear
spins are aligned using a magnetic field. Modern NMR is a highly sophisticated technique
which cannot be addressed in any detail in the present concise review and is only mentioned
for completeness. Intrinsically, it detects angular correlation functions rather than spatial
correlation functions, whilst the latter are accessible to neutrons. It is noted that NMR can
be seen as a scattering technique in terms of a suitable coordinate transformation [50]. In
practical terms when addressing for instance in situ combinations with other experiments
(cf. chapter 7), we emphasize the necessity to apply an external magnetic field and in some
cases the necessity to rotate the sample during an NMR experiment (magic angle spin-
ning NMR). These requirements impose geometrical restrictions in NMR experiments. By
contrast, geometrical restrictions are in general less severe in neutron experiments, where
samples can usually be accessed in situ from above and below the scattering plane.

Similar to neutron scattering, NMR can provide both structural and dynamic informa-
tion on a molecular level, and it also does not induce radiation damage in samples. NMR
detects self-correlation functions of spins and can therefore measure self-diffusion. Due to
the accessible time scales, for nanoscale colloid particles such as proteins in solution this
self-diffusion is typically recorded in the long-time limit [95] (cf. section 2.5). Hence, NMR
complements neutron backscattering, which can access the self-diffusion in the short-time
limit on such samples [135]. It also complements dynamic light scattering which can detect
collective diffusion in the long-time limit.

3.7 Raman scattering

With view at the interest in characterizing soft-matter samples in situ not only with neutrons
but also using Raman scattering (see section 7.1), we briefly mention this technique here.
Raman scattering is an inelastic light scattering technique which relies on illuminating the
sample with intense monochromatic light usually originating from a laser source [60]. From
the wavelength shift of the scattered light, molecular vibrations can be detected. Raman
scattering is related to vibrational spectroscopy using neutrons. Due to the long wavelength
of the radiation, Raman scattering does not provide accurate Q-information, i.e. it is re-
stricted to the center of the Brillouin zone in crystallographic terms. From the experimental
point of view, it is a quite robust technique which can be carried out in a near-backscattering
geometry. For this reason, it is suitable for a combination with neutron spectroscopy (see
section 7.1). One of its drawbacks is the thermal heat load which the laser light source
imposes on the sample.
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Chapter 4

Concepts for high resolution
backscattering spectroscopy

Amongst the cold neutron spectroscopy techniques, backscattering from perfect crystals
achieves a particularly high resolution in energy. Backscattering was invented during the
late 1960ies [4, 16, 99] and developed into an established spectroscopy method during the
following decades [67]. A review of the history and basic principles of the technique can
be found on the backscattering web site by B. Frick and A. Heidemann [54]. Notably,
backscattering is a special case of the triple-axis spectroscopy technique which uses single
crystals to define both the incident wave vector ki and the wave vector kf at which scattered
neutrons are recorded. Neutron backscattering is a highly specialized technique with only
on the order of 10 instruments of this type being operational worldwide.

4.1 Basic idea

The backscattering technique is based on the observation that the highest definition of a
wavelength λ using a single crystal is achieved at a Bragg angle [19] Θ = 90◦, as in this case
the error obtained from the first derivative of the Bragg equation

∆λ

λ
=

∆Θ

tanΘ
+

∆d

d
(4.1)

attains a minimum due to the divergence of tanΘ. Therefore, only the error in the lattice
spacing d of the monochromator crystal remains, which is related to the Darwin width [30,
31]. A setup implementing an inelastic scattering experiment with highest energy resolution
using this observation requires both a monochromator and an analyzer crystal to be aligned
in exact backscattering. In this case, unlike on triple-axis spectrometers, the tuning of the
Bragg angle of the crystals is no longer available as a degree of freedom to define the scat-
tering vectors and thus to scan the energy transfer. On current reactor-based backscattering
spectrometers, the scan of the monochromator Bragg angle is replaced by either a mechan-
ical Doppler shift or a detuning of the lattice constant through a temperature change [29].
Both the Doppler shift and the temperature change alter the length of ki, and kf is always
recorded at fixed length but at various angles simultaneously given by the static analyzer
crystals (figure 4.1). During the late 1960ies and early 1970ies, so-called first-generation
backscattering instruments such as IN10 and IN13 at the ILL allowed for a slight deviation
from exact backscattering on the order of 2◦ to geometrically separate the beams incident
on and returning from the monochromator crystal.
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the basic principle of a cold neutron backscattering spectrometer at
a reactor source. (A) The incident beam from the neutron source impinges on the chopper
disk denoted “PST”. This chopper disk takes the role of a deflector chopper in the old IN16
spectrometer and the role of the Phase Space Transformer (PST) in the new IN16B (for
detailed explanations see text). From the PST, the beam is reflected towards the Doppler
monochromator. (B) A highly monochromatic beam is backscattered from the Doppler
monochromator. The beam passes through an open segment in the PST disk and illuminates
the sample. Scattered neutrons from the sample are backscattered at the analyzer crystals if
they possess the suitable wavelength and hit the detector (C). Note that the incident beam
is pulsed by way of a “background chopper” (not shown) to allow for a discrimination of
analyzed and diffracted neutrons in the detectors. (Figure from [71])
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4.2 Implementation

A combination of exact backscattering and focusing optics has first been achieved on the
IN16 spectrometer at the ILL [55, 53] (figures 4.1 and 4.2). IN16 is thus a second-generation
backscattering instrument. It uses a Doppler rather than a heatable monochromator, and the
geometrical separation of the impinging and returning beams from the Doppler monochro-
mator is replaced by a separation in time using a rotating deflector chopper disk (figure 4.1).
It is only in this configuration that focusing optics can reasonably be achieved since the larger
beams cannot be separated geometrically anymore without significant loss in resolution.

Figure 4.2: Schematic top view of the IN16 backscattering spectrometer at the ILL. IN16 is
located at a side position next to a neutron guide such that only a relatively narrow wave-
length band ∆λ/λ is deflected towards the focus guide by a graphite mosaic crystal (“first
deflector”). The remaining neutrons in the main guide travel through the graphite crystal
downwards towards other instruments. The neutrons for IN16 pass through a beryllium-filter
to remove higher-order reflections from the graphite. The subsequent background chopper
generates a pulsed beam with a 50 % duty-cycle and a pulse frequency matched to the total
travel time of the neutrons through the secondary spectrometer. The background chop-
per prevents non-monochromatic neutrons from entering the secondary spectrometer. The
deflector chopper carries graphite mosaic crystals on its circumference (“second deflector”)
and its frequency and phase are such that the neutron pulses from the background chopper
are reflected towards the Doppler monochromator, whilst the neutrons from returning from
the monochromator can pass through an open deflector chopper segment and illuminate the
sample. (Figure from [18])

Most existing backscattering spectrometers use Si(111) analyzer single crystals which set
the elastic energy to E0 = 2.08 meV and the maximum scattering vector given by the highest
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geometrically accessible scattering angle to q ≈ 2 Å−1. The energy resolution on a cold
neutron backscattering spectrometer is in general primarily limited by finite beam size and
divergence effects [53]. As a compromise between a high neutron flux and a reasonably good
Gaussian energy resolution function, the Si(111) crystals are usually slightly deformed [127]
such that the crystal surface lies on a sphere with a radius of 1.5 m (IN10) or 2 m (IN16).
The typically achieved energy resolution using such deformed Si(111) crystals at both the
monochromator and analyzers is 0.9 µeV FWHM, which is an order of magnitude higher
than the theoretical limit given by the primary extinction for Si(111) [67].

State-of-the-art Doppler drives cover an energy transfer range of −35 µeV≤ ∆E ≤
+35 µeV at E0 = 2.08 meV by moving the position s(t) of the monochromator along the
crystal normal direction on a sinus velocity profile with a maximum amplitude of smax =
75 mm and maximum speed of ṡmax = 4.7 m/s. The maximum ∆E or maximum speed is
mechanically limited by the maximum jerk ∂3s

∂t3
≈ 300m/s3 to which the payload consisting

of the focusing monochromator (surface area typically 25 · 50 cm2) including its carbon fiber
support (approximately 1 kg) can be exposed.

Figure 4.3: General view of the IN16B spectrometer at the ILL (left) and principal optical
components (right). One of the main new characteristics compared to the predecessor instru-
ment IN16 (figure 4.2) is the end position of a neutron guide. This end position is necessary
to deliver a large wavelength band ∆λ/λ ≈ 12% to the phase space transformer chopper
disk (see also figure 4.1). The principal structural element is the large vacuum chamber
housing the secondary spectrometer, visible far left on the left image. The neutrons are
delivered through a neutron velocity selector (far right on the left image) and then through
a converging elliptically shaped focus guide (only the shielding is visible on the images). The
large vacuum chamber contains the principal optical components (right image), notably the
PST, sample, analyzers, and detectors. By contrast, the background chopper and Doppler
monochromator are located outside the big vacuum chamber. (Figure from [76])

The emerging so-called spallation neutron sources will complement reactor neutron sources.
The spallation sources use high-energy proton beams to decompose heavy nuclei and thus
generate neutrons whilst circumventing the self-sustaining fission process. These spallation
sources are usually pulsed, i.e. discontinuous in time, with the notable exception of the
Swiss spallation source SINQ. At the pulsed neutron sources the dispersion of a source pulse
in time can be used to replace the Doppler or heatable monochromator crystal in so-called
time-of-flight backscattering spectrometers. This design is useful to extend the dynamic
range of the spectrometer at the expense of the energy resolution (see also section 6.5).
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The backscattering technique is evolving considerably with the implementation of new
backscattering spectrometers at spallation and reactor neutron sources [56]. The first backscat-
tering spectrometer using Silicon crystal analyzers at a pulsed spallation source is BASIS
at the SNS in Oak Ridge [101]. At reactor neutron sources, third generation backscattering
spectrometers are being implemented [83, 84, 82, 105, 52, 18] which include the phase-space
transformation (PST) technique. The following chapter will report on the PST in some
detail. The ILL has committed itself to commission the new backscattering spectrometer
IN16B (figure 4.3) which will contain a PST. The principal structural element of this new
spectrometer is the large vacuum chamber made from Aluminum which will contain the sin-
gle crystal analyzer spheres on a sample-to-analyzer radius of 2 m. The considerable height
of the chamber is chosen to accommodate large analyzer elements to maximize the usable
solid angle. The PST, sample, and analyzers are all located inside the chamber. The Doppler
drive, by contrast, will be located outside the vacuum chamber since the linear motor moving
the monochromator on the Doppler machine cannot operate in vacuum. IN16B is designed
to accommodate different sets of monochromator and analyzer crystals, namely Si(111),
Si(311), and GaAs(200). For this reason and also to change over to the so-called BATS-
mode (section 6.5), the vacuum chamber can be rotated around the vertical axis through the
PST (figure 4.3, right) to move to the appropriate take-off angle from the PST and to allow
to move out of the reflecting mode from the PST entirely for the BATS-mode. The deflector
chamber (figure 4.3, right) permits to operate IN16B on an optional side position. This side
position will move the PST disk out of the direct sight of the delivering neutron guide and
thus allow for data acquisitions at a reduced background. By contrast, in this position, the
spectrometer will not benefit from the flux increase by the PST (chapter 5).

In terms of real-space dimensions, backscattering spectrometers access nanosecond time
scales and nanometer length scales and are thus ideally suited to study self-diffusion in glass
systems, polymers, lipids, humidified proteins, nanoscale porous systems and nanoscale col-
loidal suspensions such as protein solutions. Since backscattering spectrometers in the ab-
sence of polarization filters record both coherent and incoherent scattering, they can also
be used to study collective diffusion as opposed to self-diffusion in suitable sample systems
with sufficiently strong coherent scattering. Furthermore, due to the extremely high energy
resolution and in the case of reactor-based backscattering spectrometers the nearly Gaus-
sian line shape of the energy resolution function, backscattering can be used for quantum
rotational tunneling spectroscopy. This technique has been used widely to quantify chemical
potentials [123]. At present, tunneling spectroscopy is still used to map surface potentials
in molecular adsorption, for instance in the science of catalysis. The relatively low neutron
flux at the sample position (on the order of 105 neutrons/cm2/s at IN16) due to the high
energy definition poses limitations to the application of the backscattering technique.

4.3 Data acquisition modes

When diffusive motions are investigated using a neutron backscattering spectrometer, these
motions manifest themselves through a broadening of the resolution function. This broaden-
ing is denoted quasi-elastic scattering (QENS). Such a line broadening can equivalently be
understood in terms of an overdamped motion or relaxation process. The underlying mod-
els describing this broadening may become very complex [12]. An example QENS spectrum
recorded on IN16 is depicted in figure 4.4. Here, a model globular protein in aqueous solution
was studied [135] (see also section 8.5). This example spectrum can be modeled by a su-
perposition of protein internal diffusive and vibrational modes and the protein translational
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Figure 4.4: Inset: Example backscattering spectrum S(Q, ω) (symbols) recorded at IN16 for
BSA proteins in an aqueous (D2O) solution (concentration 500mg/ml, T = 300 K, individual
detector at Q = 0.81Å−1). The magenta solid line denotes a fit of a model according to
equation 4.2. These two Lorentzians are indicated by the dashed and dash-dotted lines,
respectively. The orange solid line denotes the resolution function. Main figure: Fitted
linewidth of the narrow Lorentzian γ (symbols) versus Q2 for the full Q-range of the example
data. The fit of γ = D Q2 (blue line) is consistent with simple diffusive behavior. For
statistical reasons the fit range is restricted to Q2 < 1.5 Å−2. (Figure from [135])

and rotational diffusion. The fit describing the data consists of two Lorenztian functions
Lγ(ω) and LΓ(ω), a Dirac function δ(ω), the instrumental resolution function R(ω), and a
flat background B [155, 135]:

S(Q, ω) = R(ω) ⊗ Lγ(ω) ⊗ [β1 δ(ω) + β2 LΓ(ω)] + B. (4.2)

Therein, δ(ω) accounts for the elastic scattering from the proteins, B for the signal from
the water molecules which move by an order of magnitude faster than detectable by IN16,
and the width Γ of the broader Lorentzian function accounts for internal diffusion modes
of the proteins. The width γ of the narrow Lorentzian contains both the translational and
rotational diffusion contributions of the entire protein in the solution. Using this relatively
simple model, the apparent self-diffusion coefficient D can be obtained assuming simple
Brownian diffusion, i.e. γ = D Q2 (figure 4.4, see also chapter 2). D = D(Dt, Dr) contains
both the translational and rotational components of the diffusion. These contributions can
be separated using further models and mathematical methods [135].

Besides the QENS spectra, which are recorded to model diffusion processes, we briefly
mention a second acquisition mode using backscattering. In this mode, the incident energy
is not scanned using the Doppler shift, but kept constant. This constant incident energy for
this type of scan usually is the same energy as the analyzed energy. Therefore, in this mode,
only the elastically scattered neutrons within the very narrow energy resolution window ∆ω
of the spectrometer are detected, namely S (Q, |ω| < ∆ω) = R(ω) ⊗ S(Q, ω)|ω=0. This mode
mostly serves to study the temperature-dependence of the thermal Debye-Waller factor of
a sample, but also for other more complex problems. For instance, in humid proteins this
scan can be used to quantify the plasticizing effect of water (see also sections 8.3 and 8.5.3).

Finally, when inelastic scattering is caused by a sample, e.g. through rotational tunneling
(see e.g. Ref. [123]), inelastic peaks evidently appear in the backscattering spectra. However,
this type of experiment shall not be further discussed in the present review.
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Chapter 5

New developments in neutron optics –
the Phase Space Transformer (PST)

The low speed of cold neutrons allows to mechanically implement a Bragg reflection in a
moving reference frame with significant impact on the neutron phase space coordinates (r,k).
This chapter is based on the reference [72].

Figure 5.1: Simulated incident and reflected neutron density distributions in k-space. Plotted
is the 2-dimensional projection of a phase space element prior (left clouds) and subsequent
(right clouds) to the reflection from a mosaic crystal at rest (left figure) and at v = 250 m/s
(right figure), respectively. The point density is proportional to the neutron density. The
solid line denotes the elastic line at the monochromator, and the dashed lines mark the limits
of the acceptance range of the moving monochromator. For the simulation, a gaussian mosaic
with 6.6◦ FWHM in the horizontal direction of motion of the PST crystal and 2.2◦ FWHM
in the vertical direction has been assumed. The Gaussian incident beam divergence in
the model was 3◦ FWHM horizontally and 6◦ FWHM vertically. The Gaussian incident
wavelength spread was ∆λ/λ = 12.5%. (Figure from [72])

5.1 The PST - definition

Backscattering spectrometers profit from significant progress in neutron optics. The most
prominent amongst the advances made in recent years is the Phase Space Transformation
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Figure 5.2: Left: Final energy Ef after a G(002)-Bragg reflection from a moving graphite
crystal as a function of the incident energy Ei of the impinging neutron according to equa-
tion 5.8 for different crystal speeds vPST = vPSTex as specified in the legend. The dashed lines
indicate the energy E0 = 2.08 meV corresponding to the Si(111) wavelength λ = 6.27 Å. The
angular divergences in the (kx,kz) and (ky,kz) planes, respectively, were fixed to ∆Θxz = 3◦

and ∆Θyz = 6◦ Gaussian FWHM, respectively. (Figure from [72]) Right: Estimated er-
ror ∆Ef in the final energy Ef as a function of the crystal speed v for different diver-
gences (“errors”) ∆Θxz (given as Gaussian FWHM in the legend) of the impinging neutron
beam according to equation 5.17. The “error” in the incident wavelength is assumed to be
∆λ = 0.125 λ, and ∆Θyz = 6◦ FWHM. The dashed line indicates the optimum speed for the
PST resulting from the analytical estimate. (Figure from [72])

(PST). This technique has already been proposed some time ago [139] and successfully been
implemented at the backscattering spectrometer at NIST [105]. It has also successfully
been applied to ultra-cold neutrons [103]. The PST is a coordinate transformation on the
impinging neutron beam which is achieved by a Bragg reflection from a moving mosaic
crystal: Be ki the incident wavevector and kf the scattered wavevector in the laboratory
frame of a neutron scattering event from a crystal. Then we can write the Bragg reflection
in the laboratory frame

kf = ki + Q, (5.1)

where Q is the reciprocal lattice vector of the scattering event. Be v the non-relativistic
speed of the crystal relative to the laboratory frame, m the mass of the neutron, and

K =
m

h̄
v. (5.2)

Then
k′

i = ki − K (5.3)

is the incident wavevector in the moving frame of the crystal, and the scattering event in
the moving frame can be written as

k′
f = k′

i + Q(k′
i). (5.4)

By transforming back to the laboratory frame using

kf = k′
f + K (5.5)
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Figure 5.3: Left: Final energy Ef after a G(004)-Bragg reflection from a moving graphite
crystal as a function of the incident energy Ei of the impinging neutron according to equa-
tion 5.8 for different crystal speeds vPST = vPSTex as specified in the legend. The dashed
lines indicate the energy E0 = 7.68 meV corresponding to the Si(311) wavelength λ = 3.28 Å.
The angular divergences in the (kx,kz) and (ky,kz) planes, respectively, were fixed to
∆Θxz = 1.5◦ and ∆Θyz = 3◦ Gaussian FWHM, respectively. Right: Estimated error ∆Ef

in the final energy Ef as a function of the crystal speed v for different divergences (“errors”)
∆Θxz (given as Gaussian FWHM in the legend) of the impinging neutron beam according
to equation 5.17. The “error” in the incident wavelength is assumed to be ∆λ = 0.125 λ,
and ∆Θyz = 3◦ FWHM. The dashed line indicates the optimum speed for the PST resulting
from the analytical estimate.

and inserting equations 5.3, 5.4 we obtain

kf = ki + Q(ki − K). (5.6)

The beneficial consequences for the neutron flux at the sample position of a backscattering
spectrometer result from the effect of the PST on the energy distribution. This effect can
be visualized by calculating the final energy Ef behind the PST [72]. For this purpose, we
write the final energy of a neutron after a Bragg reflection from a moving mosaic crystal
according to equation 5.6:

Ef =
h̄2

2m
|kf |2 =

h̄2

2m
|ki + Q(ki −K)|2. (5.7)

Let us simplify the notation by assigning k = ki, hence

Ef =
h̄2

2m
‖k + Q‖2. (5.8)

The effect of the PST on the final energy Ef of the neutrons and energy spread ∆Ef can be
calculated on the “back of an envelope” [72], and the results are depicted in the figures 5.2
and 5.3 for Si(111) and Si(311) monochromators, respectively (see also section 5.3). It is
thereby important to note that in a backscattering spectrometer, the PST is applied to a
divergent incident beam (right parts of figures 5.2 and 5.3). This divergent incident beam
is further characterized by a spread ∆λ of the wavelength λ or, synonymously, length of ki

(cf. figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.4: Left: Expectation value 〈Ef 〉 (solid line) and spread in Ef (dash-dotted lines)
computed from the variation by 〈Ef 〉±〈(Ef − 〈Ef〉)2〉 as a function of the crystal speed v
obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. The dotted line denotes the elastic energy, and
the dashed lines mark the energy acceptance range of the Si(111) Doppler monochromator,
respectively. (Figure from [72]) Right: Ratio of the impinging ∆Θi and reflected ∆Θf angular
beam divergences at the PST device as a function of the PST crystal speed vPST = vPSTex

assuming a mosaic spread of 2.2◦ Gaussian FWHM in the (x, y)- and 6.6◦ in the (x, z)-plane,
respectively, obtained from the numerical simulations for the Si(111) setup. The incident
beam divergence was ∆Θi,xy = 3◦ in the horizontal and ∆Θi,xz = 6◦ FWHM in the vertical
direction, respectively. (Figure from [72])

5.2 Numerical implementation

The implementation of Monte Carlo simulations of the PST in MATLAB is straight-forward
based on equation 5.6 [70]. For the mosaic crystal reflectivity we employ the Sears equa-
tions [141, 142]. We assume Gaussian distributions for the incident wavelength spread and
angular beam divergence as well as for the mosaic distribution. Plots from example simula-
tions (figure 5.1) illustrate the rotation of a phase space element upon Bragg reflection from
the moving mosaic crystal relative to the same phase space element reflected from a crystal
at rest. The optimum relative flux gain is achieved when the reflected phase space element
best matches the phase space acceptance range of the neutron backscattering spectrometer
(dashed lines in figure 5.1) given by the Doppler monochromator (cf. section 4.2).

The numerical simulations also illustrate the dependence of the energy expectation value
〈Ef〉 and standard deviation 〈(Ef − 〈Ef 〉)2〉 subsequent to the PST as a function of the
crystal speed (figure 5.4). The optimum crystal speed is achieved when 〈Ef〉±〈(Ef − 〈Ef 〉)2〉
best matches the energy acceptance range of the spectrometer. It also becomes evident that
the direction of the velocity vector is essential. Further, the numerical simulations provide
information on the change in the beam divergence by the PST (figure 5.4, right). Remarkably,
the reflected beam divergence decreases with increasing speed.

Finally, we compare the relative flux gain at the sample position as obtained from the
numerical simulations with the gain resulting from analytical estimations discussed in the
following section (figure 5.5). The analytical estimate of the gain (figure 5.5, left) implies an
analytical inversion of the PST [72]. This inversion is only easily achievable based on a first-
order Taylor expansion of the PST function. In addition, the analytical approximation is
based on the assumption that Gaussian distributions transform into Gaussian distributions
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Figure 5.5: Left: Comparison of the analytical estimate and Monte Carlo simulations of the
flux gain at the sample position as a function of the PST speed v relative to the flux at
v = 0 (solid lines), assuming an energy acceptance range of the moving monochromator of
|E − E0| ≤ 35µeV. For these Monte Carlo simulations, we have assumed the same mosaic
crystal and impinging neutron beam properties as for the simulations depicted in figure 5.2.
For the analytical estimation, we have used the horizontal beam divergence from the nu-
merical simulations for ∆Θ in eq. 5.17, i.e. 3◦ FWHM. The symbols are experimental data
of the NIST backscattering spectrometer taken from [105]. The incident horizontal beam
divergence at this spectrometer is approximately 3◦ FWHM [105]. (Figure from [72]) Right:
Simulated gain curve for the Si(311) configuration of IN16B, using the same parameters as
given in the caption of figure 5.3.

following the PST. The analytical estimate is therefore only an approximation, and the
deviation of the estimate from the Monte Carlo simulation result (figure 5.5, left) can be
attributed to the limited Taylor expansion. The analytical estimate also takes into acount
the Sears equations.

5.3 Analytical estimate

Here, we introduce some simple considerations to analytically estimate the PST gain based
on concepts of error propagation. A more sophisticated approach is described in Ref. [72].
Technically, the PST is carried out in the scattering plane of the spectrometer only, i.e. in
the horizontal plane (ex, ey). Hence, the problem can to a good approximation be reduced
to two dimensions. For simplicity and to elucidate the basic principle, we therefore restrict
the discussion to two dimensions in the following. The generalization to three dimensions
can be found in Ref. [72], and all simulations depicted in the figures of this chapter are based
on the three-dimensional generalization. In the two-dimensional case, for a moving system
with crystal speed vPST and K = mvPST/h̄, the momentum transfer is

Q =
Q

Γ

(

cos φ − sin φ
sin φ cos φ

)

Γ. (5.9)

Therein, Q = 2π/d with d being the lattice spacing of the moving crystal, and φ is defined
by
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Figure 5.6: Divergence of the beam impinging on the PST for the Si(111) (left) and Si(311)
(right) configurations, respectively, obtained from McStas simulations for IN16B. The full
angle range is divided in 50 discrete channels (bins).

cos φ = − Q

2Γ
, (5.10)

and Γ = k−K (eq.5.3). The norm of the momentum vector in equation 5.8 can be written
as

‖k + Q‖2 = k2 + Q2 + 2 〈k,Q〉 . (5.11)

We simplify the dot product in the above expression using the fact that vPST = vPSTex, hence
K = Kex. Furthermore we assume that

k = k (cos θ,− sin θ) , (5.12)

where θ is the angle between the impinging neutron beam and the crystal surface. We then
obtain

〈k,Q〉 =
Q

Γ

{

k2 cos φ − kK (cos θ cos φ − sin θ sin φ)
}

. (5.13)

Using this expression for the dot product and the definition for φ we finally obtain for the
energy of the scattered neutrons

Ef =
h̄2

2m

{

k2 +
Q2

Γ2

[

K2 + kK

(

sin θ

√

4Γ2

Q2
− 1 − cos θ

)]}

. (5.14)

The energy of the impinging neutrons is linked to k by

Ei =
h̄2

2m
k2. (5.15)

The error of Ef is computed by Gaussian error propagation and linearizing Ef , hence
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Figure 5.7: Left: Spectral distribution of the incoming and transmitted neutron beam at
the Si(111) neutron velocity selector. Right: Simulated gain curve at the Phase Space
Transformer for the Si(111) configuration taking into account the actual impinging ∆λ/λ,
beam divergence, crystal mosaic, and energy acceptance range of the Doppler drive.

∆E2
f =

(

∂Ef

∂Ei

∆Ei

)2

+

(

∂Ef

∂θ
∆θ

)2

, (5.16)

or in three dimensions taking into account the different angles Θxz and Θyz between the
incident wavevector components (kx,kz) and (ky,kz), respectively,

∆E2
f =

(

∂Ef

∂Ei

∆Ei

)2

+

(

∂Ef

∂Θxz

∆Θxz

)2

+

(

∂Ef

∂Θyz

∆Θyz

)2

. (5.17)

The figures 5.2, and 5.3 illustrate the equations 5.14, 5.17 and the resulting optimum crystal
speed for the Si(111) and Si(311) monochromators, respectively. Note that the PST needs
a certain minimum ∆Ei to function properly, since it is the “compression” of the impinging
neutrons in energy which creates the increase of the flux in the useful energy range of the
spectrometer. We assume ∆Ei = 0.12Ei, which is close to the optimum resulting from our
detailed numerical simulations [70].

We calculate the mean Ef and the standard deviation ∆Ef from equation 5.8 and 5.17,
respectively, using the mean values for Ei, Θxz as well as Θyz. Assuming that the inci-
dent neutrons are normally distributed by ρi and that the reflected neutrons are normally
distributed by ρf , this simplification allows us to estimate the relative gain γ by

γ =
Φf

Φi

=

∫

E0±∆E0
ρf (ǫ) dǫ

∫

E0±∆E0
ρi(ǫ) dǫ

(5.18)

with the flux within the monochromator acceptance range

Φα =

Φ0

2

{

erf

(

∆E0 + E0 − Eα√
2∆Eα

)

+ erf

(

∆E0 + E0 + Eα√
2∆Eα

)}

(5.19)

where Φ0 is the total flux and α = i, f denotes the initial and reflected neutrons, respectively.
The resulting estimated gain curve as a function of crystal speed is depicted in figure 5.5
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(left) for the Si(111) configuration of IN16B together with the gain curve obtained from the
Monte Carlo simulation. At high crystal speeds the estimate becomes inaccurate, because
the PST function is expanded in a Taylor series to first order only prior to inversion. Fig-
ure 5.5 (left) also illustrates the good agreement of both the Monte Carlo simulations and
the analytical estimate with experimental data on the existing PST at NIST. Figure 5.6
depicts the beam divergences impinging on the PST in the actual IN16B instrument accord-
ing to McStas simulations of the entire upstream neutron optics. The transmission of the
neutron velocity selector upstream from the focus guide of IN16B is given in figure 5.7(left)
(cf. section 6.3), and figure 5.7(right) provides the anticipated PST gain curve for IN16B
taking into account all upstream neutron optical parameters. It is stressed, however, that
simulations always represent an idealized situation, and that the gain is relative. Therefore,
the actually achievable performance may be considerably lower.

The PST will provide a significant increase of the neutron flux at the sample position
of the new spectrometer IN16B compared to its predecessor instrument IN16. This flux
improvement will be achieved at the expense of an acceptably increased angular beam di-
vergence. Further flux gains at IN16B will arise from an augmented analyzer surface area,
the use of a vacuum chamber for the secondary spectrometer, as well as from an optimized
neutron guide and focus optics. The latter will be described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 6

Further developments and
observations in neutron optics for
backscattering

The Phase Space Transformer will be mounted inside the vacuum chamber of IN16B as a
compact disk with only 43 cm radius [52] (cf. figure 4.1) carrying the graphite mosaic crystals
at its circumference, resulting in a centrifugal crystal acceleration on the order of 105 m/s2

at the optimum PST speed as derived in the previous chapter, and thus being at the limit
of mechanical feasibility. The small disk radius is chosen to minimize the shade created on
the high-angle analyzer crystals. Around the PST as key optical component, several other
optical elements have to be optimized for an ideal performance of the new backscattering
spectrometer IN16B. The focusing optics imposes that the PST and the sample are located
close to each other, because both require a small beam size. Conversely, the beam is large
at the monochromator. This chapter is based on the references [18, 56, 167].

6.1 Instrument siting

The proper placement of a backscattering spectrometer induces various requirements which
put a challenge to neutron optics. The first requirement is to obtain a high flux at the
most frequently used wavelengths, namely 6.271 Å, corresponding to Si(111) analyzers, and
3.28 Å, corresponding to Si(311) analyzers.

The spectral distribution of the neutron intensity inside a neutron guide is difficult to
obtain. Only the integral intensity is directly accessible by so-called neutron capture mea-
surements using the activation of gold foils placed in the neutron guide. Information on the
spectral distribution can be obtained at instruments along the guide which can measure the
dispersion in energy through monochromators or time-of-flight choppers. However, the spec-
tral information gained at such an instrument is difficult to correct for the spectral influence
of the instrument itself and spectral sensitivity.

Our simulations [18] were carried to points in the ILL’s guide system where capture flux
data were available (figure 6.2, left), and comparisons at these points were difficult due to
the different coatings of the neutron guide up to these points. Nevertheless, taking these
factors into account, from our simulations and in agreement with detailed simulations by
K.Andersen [6] based on energy-dispersive data from different instruments, we conclude that
the two cold sources existing at the ILL are equivalent at least for wavelengths λ < 10 Å.

The second important criterion for the placement of a third generation backscattering
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of the layout of the H112 neutron guide serving the instrument IN16B,
displaying both a vertical (top) and horizontal (bottom) view. m denotes the critical scat-
tering vector of total external reflection of the guide coating relative to the critical scattering
vector of a Nickel coating. The neutrons emerge from the vertical cold source (VCS), which
is one of the two cold neutron moderators within the reactor vessel of the ILL. (Figure
from [56])

spectrometer comprising a phase space transformer is the required incident energy or wave-
length spread which must be delivered to the PST. From our simulations it resulted that the
optimum performance of the PST is reached at a spread of ∆λ/λ = 12.5% in the case of the
Si(111) configuration (see chapter 5). This ∆λ/λ results from the energy acceptance range
of the moving monochromator and the flux gain optimum of the PST. This large wavelength
spread requires to place the instrument at a guide end position. The space occupied by
the secondary spectrometer in addition requires that the instrument is located at a large
distance from the neutron source.

The above considerations in summary and the few available possible guide end positions
have resulted in an extremely long neutron guide, denoted H112, for IN16B (figure 6.1). The
principal neutron optical elements along the H112 guide are depicted in this sketch, namely
the Vertical Cold Source (VCS), which is one of the two cold neutron moderator sources
at the ILL, a beam splitter which diverts the top 30 mm of the initial vertical guide height
of 120 mm upwards to a beam position for a future second instrument on the same guide.
These are followed by optical components that only serve IN16B and that will be discussed
in the following sections.
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Figure 6.2: Left: Simulated spectral distribution at the respective “safety valve” positions of
the guides denoted H112 emerging from the “vertical cold source” and H53 emerging from
the “horizontal cold source”, respectively. The distance of the safety valve from the source
is approximately 2.5 m in vacuum plus 9 m of guide in a direct line of sight. Please note that
H53 is coated with m = 1.2 supermirror coating whilst H112 is coated with m = 2, to a large
part explaining the difference in the spectra. Please note also that the flux dΦ/dλ has been
discretely sampled into ∆Φ/∆λ with a sampling into 0.5 Å-wide channels without capture-
weighting. Right: Simulated capture flux downstream from the neutron velocity selector as
a function of the maximum ballistic width for different centre wavelengths corresponding to
the Si(111) and Si(311) configuration of IN16B, respectively, and different radii of curvature
for the future guide H112. The length of the linearly diverging and converging sections both
is 16 m in each case in this model. The radius of 100 km is chosen to approximate a straight
guide. (Figure from [18])

6.2 Ballistic neutron guide, velocity selector, and focus

guide

To reduce the total number of reflections of the transported neutrons, the neutron guide H112
serving IN16 be will be approximately ballistic [1]. The idea is to adiabatically transform the
phase space of the neutrons by gently expanding the neutron guide cross section area over
a long distance (12m, see figure 6.1) starting from the neutron source and thereby reducing
the angular divergence of the neutrons. The subsequent main part of H112 has a constant
cross section area, followed by a gently converging part which “mirrors” the expanding initial
part and adiabatically back-transforms the neutron phase space to the original shape. This
converging section equally has a length of 12 m. The chosen width of the H112 guide (9 cm)
is a compromise of the optimum performance (figure 6.2, right) and the required curvature
radius R of the guide. Since the instrument shall also operate using Si(311) crystals, i.e.
at a wavelength of 3.28 Å, the H112 neutron guide requires a critical or cutoff wavelength
λ∗ [100] which is sufficiently far below this wavelength. The radius R = 2000 m is given by
geometrical requirements in the neutron guide hall. Therefore, a maximum ballistic width
of 9 cm was pre-defined in order to obtain a sufficiently small λ∗.

The ballistic neutron guide is followed by a neutron velocity selector which will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the following section. The selector has to be placed downstream from
the adiabatic “re-compression” of the neutrons in the H112 guide, because the maximum
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Figure 6.3: Left: Sketch of the layout of an elliptical focus guide, approximated by a polygon
consisting of 10 straight segments of equal length. The total length in this example is
9 m. The actual IN16B focus guide in the final design will be shorter (7 m) for optimized
performance at the employed wavelengths. The two pairs of lines denote the horizontal
(black) and vertical (blue) dimensions of the guide, respectively. Right: Neutrons lost per
cm and second along the optical axis of the FG for the layout sketched in the left part of the
figure. The total loss (black circles) as well as the losses on each individual wall are given
(assumption: m = 3.5 coating with a maximum reflectivity of 95%). (Figure from [18])

guide cross section that can be transported through a selector is technically limited.
The velocity selector is followed by a focus guide, which compresses the guide cross

section of 115 by 60 mm down to the spot size desired at the sample, 27 by 27 mm. The
focus guide has an elliptical shape (figure 6.3, left), and in the final design, which slightly
differs from figure 6.3, a length of 7 m has been chosen. The layout of the focus guide, thus, is
a compromise to accommodate both the Si(111) and Si(311) crystal configurations of IN16B.
The focus guide with an m = 3.5 -coating near the tip can be expected to have a transmission
between 50 % and 60 % of the incoming neutrons for both crystal configurations. Most of
the neutron losses are generated near the tip of the focus guide, i.e. near the phase space
transformer (figure 6.3, right). This poses a challenge to the shielding of both the focus
guide and the phase space transformer.

6.3 Neutron velocity selector design criteria

In parallel to an optimized guide filling at the desired wavelength range, neutrons outside the
useful wavelength range (resulting from ∆Ei in chapter 5) must be suppressed in order to
reduce the background scattering at the spectrometer, which is achieved by a neutron velocity
selector. The neutron velocity selector is a high-speed rotor drum carrying radial neutron
adsorbing blades resembling in its layout to the wheel of a worm gear. The neutron optical
axis is parallel to the drum axis, and the selector is non-transparent at standstill. When
the selector is operated, its rotation frequency is set such that the position of the blades is
constant in the rest system of any neutron having the desired speed in the laboratory system
to be selected, whilst neutrons having a speed sufficiently far from the desired speed are
absorbed by the moving blades [18]. As a result solely the neutrons in a certain speed range
(wavelength range) given by the geometrical properties, for instance the angular acceptance
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given by the distance of the blades, are selected. For further details, we refer to the dedicated
studies published in Refs. [57, 174, 10]. Here we only note that for the purposes of an
optimized instrument design, the following observations are relevant:

1) The peak transmission of a neutron velocity selector is essentially defined by its rotation
frequency: The higher the rotation frequency, the higher the transmission. Thus, in order to
optimize the instrument for two distinct wavelength ranges, namely the Si(111) and Si(311)
configurations, two velocity selectors will be necessary. Both selectors run at the highest
achievable rotation speed, respectively, and differ only in the blade screw angle and possibly
the number of blades. As a compromise, a selector running at the speed limit at the shorter
wavelength can be used at the longer wavelength by turning more slowly at the cost of a
reduced performance.

2) The blade fixation and thus the maximum radial blade length, as well as the maximum
rotor mass are technically limited. The limit for the radial blade length restricts the guide
cross section at the selector position to 12 cm height and 6 cm width. For cost reasons due to
the standard size available for the glass supports, the neutron guide H112 will have a height
of 115 mm at the selector entrance.

Figure 5.7(left) depicts an example transmission spectrum of a selector optimized within
the assumed manufacturing constraints using McStas for the Si(111) setup of IN16B on H112
as described in the previous sections. The peak transmission in this case is approximately
72%, the selector spins at 26000 rotations per minute, and the screw angle is 61.8◦. For
the Si(311) setup, the best screw angle is 34.3◦ with all other parameters unchanged. Due
to the lower divergence in the guide at the shorter wavelength, the peak transmission then
is 82%, whilst due to the higher neutron velocity, the width of the transmitted spectrum
approximately doubles.

6.4 Expected backscattering instrument performance

Absolute flux numbers at neutron instruments are difficult to predict from numerical simu-
lations, because the spectral distribution of the neutron source is not accurately known (see
section 6.1). The Monte Carlo simulations for IN16B predict that on the order of 1010n/s can
be delivered through the tip of the focus guide towards the Phase Space Transformer in the
Si(111) configuration. This number is integrated over the focus guide tip surface section area
(27 × 27 mm2). It takes into account an upstream background chopper duty cycle of 50 %
and is not weighted by the gold foil activation spectral sensitivity, but gives the absolute
number of neutrons. At the sample position of IN16B, a flux of 2 to 2.5 × 106n/cm2 in the
Si(111) configuration can be deduced from the simulation for the beam center (area 1 cm2)
in an idealized situation neglecting significant losses from window materials, crystal reflec-
tivity, and air scattering. A comparable number for the related instrument SPHERES has
been reported as 8 × 105n/cm2/s [66]. It is emphasized that the aforementioned losses due
to window materials and other elements such as slits limiting the beam size in the secondary
spectrometer cannot be predicted easily, and flux estimates in the secondary spectrometer
are therefore significantly more difficult than in the primary spectrometer. It is further em-
phasized that the average flux integrated over the entire spot size at the sample position is
evidently considerably lower than the center flux due to the approximately Gaussian beam
profile. In addition, the spot size and therefore the flux at the sample position depend on
the position of the Doppler monochromator.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of the BATS transformation: a) Top view of the IN16B backscattering
spectrometer in the standard high-resolution configuration which uses the PST and the
Doppler monochromator (BG denotes background chopper); b) rotation of the secondary
spectrometer and removal of the Doppler drive; c) IN16B in the BATS mode where the
incoming beam is shaped by an upstream pulse chopper (not shown). (Figure from [167])

6.5 Future extension: The BATS transformation

Benefiting from the neutron guide end position, IN16B can in the future be upgraded by
a time-of-flight option. This option becomes possible by the so-called BATS transforma-
tion [167] (BATS: Backscattering and Time-of-Flight Spectroscopy). The BATS transfor-
mation is a rotation of the IN16B secondary spectrometer around the PST vertical axis such
that the incident beam hits the sample directly through the PST chopper and does not
pass via the Doppler monochromator anymore (figure 6.4). The Doppler monochromator,
Doppler machine and flight tube are therefore removed prior to the transformation. The
incident wavelength is instead defined by a pulse chopper further upstream in the H112
guide. The pulses generated by this upstream chopper become broader in time over the dis-
tance to the sample position due to the neutron dispersion relation (figure 6.5, top). In this
way, a continuous wavelength band illuminates the sample consecutively, with the shortest
wavelength arriving first and the longest last. The maximum wavelength range is limited by
the condition of no overlap between different pulses. This condition allows to associate the
detected neutrons with their corresponding incident wavelength. To limit the wavelength
range in accordance with the no-overlap condition, a bandwidth chopper is required near
the sample position. This role can be taken by either the background chopper or the PST
chopper. The maximum incident neutron pulse length in the BATS mode is given by the
2 · 2 m path length from the sample to the analyzers and back, which for the Si(111)-setup
is 6.34 ms. The condition of no overlap also defines the position of the pulse chopper in the
H112 guide to be 33 m upstream from the sample (figure 6.5, top) [167].

An important question is how IN16B in the BATS mode would compete with equivalent
inverted-geometry time-of-flight backscattering spectrometers at spallation neutron sources.
An estimate of the neutron flux which may be expected at the sample position of IN16B
in the BATS mode can be obtained based on the detailed Monte-Carlo simulations for the
cold source, H112 guide, selector, and focus guide as described in the previous sections.
The resulting simulated flux in the BATS mode at the sample position is depicted in fig-
ure 6.5 (bottom). It is noted that for this simulation, no modifications to the focus guide
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were assumed. Since the focus guide is optimized for the PST, a focus guide extension to
bring the focus guide end closer to the sample position would further enhance the per-area
flux in the BATS mode. The flux at BASIS is given as 5 · 104 n/s/cm2/µeV (resolution
∆E ≈ 3.5 µeV FWHM) [102]. The estimated achievable flux at IN16B in the BATS mode
(figure 6.5, bottom) is, thus, evidently lower than at BASIS. Nevertheless, the BATS mode
will still be very useful, since it can be combined at the same instrument during one ex-
periment with the high-resolution setup of IN16B. The resolution function of IN16B in the
BATS mode can be expected to be broader but also to have a higher symmetry than the
resolution function of BASIS [167], because the BATS mode will operate in exact backscat-
tering at the analyzers. This resolution function partly explains the significantly lower flux
of BATS compared to BASIS, because the primary and secondary spectrometer resolution
functions are not well matched in the BATS mode. The second reason for the lower flux of
the BATS mode compared to BASIS is the non-optimal use of a continuous neutron source
with a pulse chopper at BATS, whilst BASIS is optimized to the source pulse time structure
of a spallation source. Importantly, the future BATS mode can help to significantly increase
the dynamic range from −34µeV< E < +34µeV in the standard high-resolution setup (see
section 4.2) to −250µeV< E < +250µeV (figure 6.5). Evidently, this increase comes at the
expense of a broader, but acceptable resolution. By combining both modes, BATS and stan-
dard IN16B, samples can in the future be studied with an unparalleled (Q, ω)-range. The
BATS mode will close the gap in (Q, ω) towards time-of-flight spectrometers (cf. section 3.1)
and for instance allow to determine elastic incoherent structure factors (cf. section 2.7) with
unprecedented precision.
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Figure 6.5: Top: Time-distance-diagram for a hypothetical future time-of-flight (“BATS”)
mode of IN16B using Si(111) analyzer crystals. “S” abbreviates sample, “A” analyzer, “D”
detector. “BG” marks the position of the background chopper which in this scheme takes on
the role of the bandwidth chopper. “VSEL” denotes the velocity selector. (Figure from [167])
Bottom: Simulated neutron flux at the sample position in the BATS mode using Si(111)
analyzer crystals. The vertical lines mark the elastic energy and energy range of the Si(111)
Doppler monochromator, respectively. (A better flux/resolution compromise would decrease
the average BATS flux to 1.1 · 104 n/cm2/s/µeV at ∆E ≈ 11 µeV FWHM [167].)
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Chapter 7

In situ experimental techniques

In situ combinations of neutron spectroscopy and other experimental techniques are required
when the state of a sample cannot otherwise be known with sufficient accuracy from ex situ
measurements, e.g. near phase boundaries. Also, when the state of the sample cannot be
controlled by standard parameters such as the temperature, pressure, or magnetic field, inno-
vative new sample environments are necessary. Previous research has for instance addressed
rheological properties by an in situ combination of a flow cell and neutron spectroscopy [177].
The present chapter presents the examples of in situ optical spectroscopy and in situ ten-
sile testing. One of the technical challenges thereby consists in the vacuum that surrounds
most sample environments in neutron spectrometers for background reduction (see also fig-
ure 4.3). Soft-matter samples rarely require extreme conditions such as extraordinarily low
temperatures. By contrast, they do impose extraordinary stability requirements.

7.1 In situ optical spectroscopy

7.1.1 Motivation

Biomolecules such as proteins form some of the most complex entities known. They do
this at near ambient temperature and pressure, and self-organization and self-assembly is
controlled by “soft” parameters such as interface charge distributions, humidity conditions
or concentration in aqueous solution, and ion distributions.

Although establishing ambient temperature and humidity conditions appears trivial, the
understanding of for instance protein diffusion or more generally transport processes is
severely limited by the nowadays achievable accuracy in defining “ambient” environmen-
tal conditions. For example, the accuracy with which the volume occupied by a protein in
aqueous solution can be determined up to now is still not sufficient. This limitation restricts
the verification of colloid theories, which in turn limits the understanding of diffusion and
transport processes in biological systems and thus of biological function at a fundamental
yet biomedically relevant level.

It is therefore desirable to combine optical spectroscopy techniques which can charac-
terize the state of a soft matter and in particular biomolecular sample in situ with neutron
techniques. These optical spectroscopy techniques are for instance UV/vis absorption spec-
troscopy, infrared, and Raman spectroscopy. The in situ combination of neutron and Raman
spectroscopy has recently been achieved for the first time at the ISIS facility [3]. A valuable
experimental approach will be the in situ monitoring of the protein folding state with opti-
cal spectroscopy, in particular infrared and Raman techniques, during neutron spectroscopy
experiments. The essential role of the protein folding state at ambient conditions is illus-
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Figure 7.1: Left: FTIR spectra of a fresh silk protein film partially hydrated at ambient
atmosphere: after humidification (a); after 3 h at 310 K (b); and after 1 h at 380 K (c).
There is a progressive conversion to the β-sheet state (lines 1 and 3) accompanied with a
dehydration (line 2). Right: Plot of the elastic scattering intensity recorded on IN10 as
a function of time on ambient-humidity silk protein films. The sample temperature was
continuously increased from approximately 10 K to 310 K during approximately 12 h. The
temperature was subsequently kept constant between the point (1) to (2) at 310 K for 1h. A
gain of elastic intensity over time at constant temperature is thus observed. This observation
is associated with protein α-helix to β-sheet conversion. Between (2) and (3) the temperature
was again increased. Waiting 1 h at (3) at 340 K resulted in no further gain of elastic intensity.
Waiting another 1 h at (4) at 380K resulted in more gain of elastic intensity due to protein
degradation/water removal. (Figure from [35])

trated by the example of silk proteins. Silk formation is a self-assembly process where a
semi-crystalline nanocomposite fiber forms from an aqueous protein solution [36, 128, 172].
Protein aggregation and α-helix to β-sheet conformation transitions contribute essentially to
this process and can be monitored using infrared spectroscopy (Figure 7.1, left). Depending
on the humidity and temperature of amorphous silk protein films, the amorphous protein
α-helices in the silk films convert into semi-crystalline β-sheet structures. This conversion
can also be observed using neutron backscattering spectroscopy (Figure 7.1, right), where
the silk conversion has a clear effect on the elastic scattering signal. By an in situ combina-
tion of neutron spectroscopy and infrared spectroscopy, it will in the future be possible to
monitor the folding state of the silk proteins and record quasi-elastic data. This will allow
to observe the role of water during the conversion process. The hypothesis is that water dif-
fusing on nanosecond time scales plays an essential role in the α-helix to β-sheet conversion
in silk fibers. Understanding the self-organisation of silk proteins from aqueous solution in
the silk glands of a silkworm or spider towards a hierarchically structured nanocomposite
material is of considerable scientific interest. Related topics will therefore be discussed in
the sections 8.3 and 8.5.

A second example of the scientific motivation to implement in situ optical spectroscopy
is given by the phenomenon of the liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS). This critical be-
haviour of binary mixtures has been reported for proteins in aqueous salt solutions [77, 182]
(see also section 8.5.2 and in particular figure 8.7). The LLPS in protein solutions is ex-
tremely sensitive to the parameters protein volume fraction ϕ, temperature T , and salt
concentration in the solution c, such that a parallel photon optical observation of the sample
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Figure 7.2: Technical drawings of a cryostat center stick (left) and sample holder (right) for
in situ optical spectroscopy (drawings by A. Treftz, University of Tübingen; reproduction
not drawn to scale). The center stick allows for inserting an optical fiber to couple UV/Vis,
Infrared, or Raman spectrometers to the sample. The corresponding sample holder for
liquid samples (right) is a double-walled Aluminum cylinder where the sample fills the space
between the cylinder walls at the sides and at the bottom. The neutron scattering plane
is horizontal, and the light scattering experiment is carried out in parallel in the vertical
direction, i.e. parallel to the cylinder axis. For this purpose, an optical window and a mirror
are inserted in the inner and outer cylinder, respectively.

state during a neutron spectroscopy experiment would be very useful. A deeper understand-
ing of the LLPS may have an important impact in the pursuit to control protein aggregation
and protein crystallization.

7.1.2 Approaches to an implementation

In an ongoing project 1, a suitable in situ combination of neutron and optical spectroscopy
techniques is being developed (figure 7.2). For this purpose, a cryostat center stick (figure 7.2,
left) compatible with all standard cryostats has been constructed, which can be used on
virtually any neutron spectrometer. This center stick contains a double-walled tube which
is temperature-controlled to ambient temperature and thermally insulated against the cold

1Collaboration between the ILL (T. Seydel et al.), the Institute for Applied Physics at the University of
Tübingen (F. Schreiber, F. Zhang et al.), and the Department of Physical Chemistry at the University of
Oxford (R. Jacobs et al.)
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Figure 7.3: Photograph of an optical test setup mounted on top of the instrument platform
of the neutron backscattering spectrometer IN10: Top view of the light scattering setup on
IN10. The two light spots visible on the photograph mark the optical mirror of the sample
cell (see Fig. 7.2, right) which is mounted on the sample table of the spectrometer and a
focusing lens in the foreground, respectively. The neutron scattering plane is in the image
plane approximately 2 m below the foreground items. (Figure from [140])

cryostat well. This setup allows to insert fragile optical fibers and, thus, to place fiber
optical probes next to the sample container on the neutron instrument. A compatible sample
container for liquid solution samples has also been developed (figure 7.2, right), which allows
for the combination of optical and neutron techniques. The container holds the solution
sample between the double walls of the cylinder. The neutrons are scattered in the plane
perpendicular to the cylinder axis, whilst the photons follow a backscattering optical path
parallel to the cylinder axis. The photon window therefore does not interfere with the
neutrons which are transmitted through the Aluminum cylinder walls. The backscattering
of the photons can be enhanced by a suitable optical mirror placed inside at the bottom of the
outer cylinder. The photon optical gap filled with the liquid sample solution can be varied
simply using spacers at the top flange. This does not affect the neutron optical gap between
the vertical cylinder walls. In the event that the focal length of the optical beam is shorter
than the sample cylinder height, the sample cylinder can also be constructed in an “upside
down” configuration where the photon optical window is located on the outer cylinder face. A
photograph of a makeshift test setup of the optical sample cell (figure 7.2, right) is depicted in
figure 7.3. Additional work will be necessary to fulfill the mechanical stability and precision
requirements for the photon optical parts to carry out reliable experiments.

7.2 In situ tensile testing and humidity control

Using in situ tensile testing, neutron diffraction, small-angle scattering, and spectroscopy
techniques can be used to explore the link between the mechanical and the morphological
properties of materials. In combination with x-ray diffraction techniques, these investigations
for instance contribute to the materials science of wood and silk [111]. In materials where
the mechanical properties strongly depend on the amount of adsorbed water, such as silk
fibers, an additional control of the environmental humidity level is important. The in situ
combination of tensile testing, humidity control, and neutron scattering has been achieved
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Figure 7.4: Left: Photograph of the tensile machine for in situ neutron scattering experiments
on fibre materials (see also figure 7.5). The humidity chamber holding the sample is at the
bottom. The black neutron-absorbing B4C cover leaves a rectangular entrance window for the
neutron beam. The circular steel flange above the humidity chamber seals the tensile machine
such that the humidity chamber is surrounded by the vacuum of the neutron spectrometer
sample bay. Right: Schematic explaining some of the components of the tensile machine. The
cylindrical adaptor to the spectrometer sample bay has been removed for the photograph.
(Figure from [87])

recently [87, 143], figures 7.4 and 7.5. This setup is based on an earlier version combining
neutron spectroscopy and tensile testing in vacuum only [88]. It comprises a computer-
controlled tensile machine which can generate a tensile force of up to 2500 N and record
stress-strain curves in situ during the neutron experiment. The fiber sample is therefore
held by steel hooks. For a typical neutron spectroscopy experiment, approximately 200 mg
of fiber material are required, which translate into on the order of 12000 turns around these
hooks, or 1.2 km of fiber for a typical silkworm. For the operation of this setup on a neutron
time-of-flight spectrometer, the humidity chamber which contains the tensile apparatus is
sealed against the outside vacuum of the spectrometer sample bay. The humidity chamber is
designed such that the path of the neutron beam through the humid air inside the chamber
is as short as possible to minimize the scattering by the air. The chamber accommodates
humidity and temperature sensors. Small troughs containing pure water or saturated salt
solutions in water, respectively, define the humidity. More information on silk fibers studied
using this tensile humidity chamber will be provided in section 8.3.

A further step into the future will be an accurate control of the amount of water absorbed
by the sample through absorption isotherms. This future setup is not trivial to implement
due to the temperature-stability requirements of the absorption apparatus.
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Figure 7.5: Left: Photograph of a silk sample (white fiber bundle in the center of the image)
inside the humidity chamber for in situ tensile testing mounted inside the sample bay of the
time-of-flight spectrometer IN6. The chamber (see also Fig. 7.4) is shown with the front cover
removed. The force sensor is visible as a cylindrical metal structure on the upper center of the
photograph with the signal cable arriving from the right. The neutron beam impinges on the
sample horizontally, arriving from the right edge of the photograph. The blue plastic troughs
at the bottom of the chamber contain pure water or saturated salt solutions, respectively, to
define the humidity inside the chamber. The edge-to-edge distance between the steel hooks
holding the fiber bundle is 3 cm. Right: Stress-strain curves obtained in situ during the
IN6 experiment using the apparatus depicted in the left part of the figure (humidities see
legend). TOF data have been recorded at the positions on the stress-strain curves marked
by the capital letters and at ǫ ≈ 0 [143]. During these recordings the otherwise continuous
tensile elongation was interrupted, resulting in the observed relaxations in the tensile stress
σ. The solid lines are linear fits to determine the mechanical moduli. (Figure from [143])
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Chapter 8

Examples of application - past,
present, and future

A classical application of neutron backscattering is the study of quantum rotational tun-
neling [123], which is still being used in present times [75, 124]. Highest-resolution inelastic
spectroscopy further serves to explore hyperfine interactions (e.g. [26]). Also, the elastic scat-
tering intensity, which can be recorded at an extremely high energy resolution using backscat-
tering spectrometers, provides a wealth of information, e.g. in biological physics [42, 178].
Further, using the elastic intensity, surface adsorption phenomena can efficiently be studied
(see e.g. [9, 119]). This holds even more if the information from incoherent elastic scattering
can be enhanced by in situ diffraction [28]. The above examples are given to emphasize that
backscattering spectrometers are not only used to study diffusion, which is in the focus of
the present review. Applications mostly addressing diffusion processes include diffusion in
inorganic solids (e.g. [33], for a textbook see [69]), in polymers [159], micellar systems [152],
thin films on solid surfaces [9], diffusion of proteins in solution [134], membrane fluctua-
tions [132, 129], diffusion in nanoporous media such as zeolites [79, 80], and other complex
materials such as clays [61, 17], and also adsorbate surface diffusion on large effective surfaces
of powders [23]. Most samples studied in neutron backscattering are in a liquid, amorphous,
polycrystalline powder, or otherwise disordered state. Notable exceptions concern for in-
stance lipid membranes, which have been studied in a quasi-2D geometry (see section 8.2).
The advent of higher flux backscattering instruments may help to study further systems with
higher order.

8.1 Diffusion in general

Backscattering spectrometers are a prime tool to study diffusion on nanosecond time scales
and nanometer length scales, as already mentioned in chapter 2 along with the basic con-
cepts of diffusion. Diffusion is the main transport process at low Reynolds numbers [125],
and understanding diffusion is essential for understanding interactions in condensed matter.
Through nuclear incoherent scattering, backscattering spectrometers can provide an unam-
biguous access to the self-diffusion in samples with a predominant incoherent scattering cross
section. Conversely, collective diffusion phenomena can be accessed in samples with a signifi-
cant coherent scattering cross section. Understanding and discriminating collective diffusion
and self-diffusion in complex media such as membranes, fibers, or colloidal suspensions and
biological colloids as e.g. protein solutions is of great current interest. Also, understanding
different time scales of interactions and their limiting cases, namely short-time diffusion and
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Figure 8.1: Illustration explaining the preparation of oriented stacks of lipid bilayers used in
neutron spectroscopy experiments: (a) Sketch of the deposition of lipids from liquid solution
on a silicon wafer. (b) Photograph of the “sandwich sample” consisting of a stack of typi-
cally 10 to 50 silicon wafers used for the neutron experiments. (c) By selective deuteration,
the collective motions of the acyl tails are enhanced over other contributions to the inelas-
tic scattering cross section. (d) Schematic of a humidity chamber that allows controlling
temperature and humidity of the bilayers. (Figure from [131])

long-time diffusion (see chapter 2), is crucial to address for instance biological transport
processes. The following sections present example sample systems that have a large poten-
tial for further research in the future. All example samples are soft-matter systems which
are inspired by biological systems and in which diffusion plays an essential role. Regard-
ing these examples, high-resolution spectroscopy has contributed and will further contribute
important knowledge. Abstracting from a biological cell as prime biological entity, an under-
standing of the fluctuations of the outer cell membrane is pursued based on simplified lipid
model membranes. This topic will be discussed in the following section 8.2. Subsequently,
in section 8.3 we address an example material, silk, which is made up solely of proteins as
one of the basic biological building blocks. Here, it is assumed that diffusion will provide a
key to understanding mechanical properties. We then return to biological cells and consider
the fact that the interior of such a cell predominantly consists of water which serves as a
solvent for various intracellular molecules. It is of prime importance to study the behavior
of the solvent water in the presence of large molecules which are suspended in it. Gels repre-
sent extremely simplified models for this purpose which may provide further understanding
regarding the intracellular matrix [166]. Following the discussion of an example gel in sec-
tion 8.4, the situation of macromolecular crowding inside biological cells will be addressed
in section 8.5. Again, diffusion plays a pivotal role, since the transport of macromolecules
inside biological cells influences reaction kinetics and information exchange. It turns out that
the diffusion of macromolecules is strongly influenced already on nanosecond time scales by
the presence of other macromolecules, which together occupy a significant volume fraction of
the interior of a cell [135] (subsection 8.5.1). The fundamental role of charges in solution in
influencing protein aggregation will be briefly addressed in the subsection 8.5.2. Finally, the
access to thermal vibrational and internal diffusive modes using neutron backscattering in
protein solutions and related systems will be addressed in the subsection 8.5.3. This latter
access is fundamentally linked to an accurate knowledge of the center-of-mass diffusion in
solution.
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Figure 8.2: Left: Schematic of the scattering geometry (not drawn to scale) for the study
of oriented lipid membranes in a backscattering spectrometer. The sample is mounted with
the membrane planes vertical, i.e., perpendicular to the horizontal scattering plane of the
backscattering spectrometer. The membrane planes are oriented at well-defined angles with
respect to the incident beam. The lipid tail inter-acyl-chain correlation peak in the plane of
the membranes is located at Qr = 1.42 Å−1. Spatially arranged analyzers at a sample-to-
crystal distance of 1.5 m (IN10) or 2 m (IN16), respectively, allow to separately but simultane-
ously probe the dynamics on different length scales. The bulk heavy water correlation peak,
which occurs at Qr = 2 Å−1, is indicated by the dotted line. (Figure adapted from [130])
Right: IN16 data – a) Energy-integrated diffraction for temperatures 250 K< T < 310 K with
a temperature resolution of ∆T = 0.3 K normalized to acquisition time. q is the in-plane
component of the scattering vector Q. The phase boundaries for gel Lβ, ripple Pβ ′, and fluid
phase Lα as defined by structural changes, i.e., the change of peak position and width, are
marked by the solid white lines. b) Elastic scattering, measured with an energy resolution
of 0.9 µeV. The phase transitions are also visible in the energy-resolved diffraction data by
following the melting at the lipid acyl chain and water positions. The data are normalized to
the incident beam monitor and to the detector efficiency obtained from the scattering signal
of a 2-mm-thick vanadium plate oriented at 135◦ with respect to the incoming beam. Please
note that no absorption correction has been done. For geometrical reasons the diffraction
detectors have a lower maximum q than the backscattering detectors. (Figure from [132])

8.2 Lipid membranes

Lipid membranes constitute the multi-functional barrier that separates the interior of living
cells from the environment. Biological membranes thereby control and regulate the transport
of ions and macromolecules into and out of the cell. It is assumed that membrane fluctuations
play an essential role in controlling the transport processes and also signal transduction.

A recent achievement using neutron backscattering experiments consists in measuring
on aligned and oriented membranes supported by Silicon wafers [130, 132, 129]. This type
of geometry is known for a long time from x-ray and neutron reflectivity measurements,
where static horizontal and lateral correlations can be recorded. To record quasi-elastic or
inelastic scattering data on these oriented samples, large stacks of lipid bilayer films have
to be prepared to obtain a sufficient scattering volume (Figure 8.1). Approximately 10 to
50 thin Si-wafers are stacked for this purpose, and each of these Si-wafers supports on the
order of 1000 lipid bilayers which form by self-organisation from a solution deposited on the
wafer surface [112].
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Figure 8.3: Top left: IN16 backscattering data recorded on oriented lipid membranes (fig-
ure 8.1) at the positions of the lipid chain (q|| ≈ 1.4 Å−1) and water (q|| ≈ 1.9 Å−1) cor-
relations, respectively, for temperatures T=250 K, 280 K and 310 K. Detectors have been
grouped to increase counting statistics. The lipid tail inter-acyl chain correlation peak is
measured by detectors 9-13 (out of 20), which cover a q|| range of 1.20Å−1 < q|| < 1.60Å−1.
The water contribution is recorded by detectors 17-20 covering 1.78Å−1 < q|| < 1.94Å−1. As
a model, up to two Lorentzian peak profiles (red and green lines) to describe the quasi-elastic
broadening and a Dirac function (dotted line) to describe the elastic intensity were assumed.
This model was convoluted with the measured resolution function obtained from a Vanadium
standard. A flat background (dashed line) was subsequently added and the result was fitted
(fit result: black solid line) to the data (circles). The thus obtained relaxation times are
summarized in the bottom part of the figure, (a). The calibration error of the energy scale is
approximately 3%. (Figure from [132]) Top right: Diffraction data of a hydrated sample at
18◦ C recorded on a triple-axis instrument. The correlation peak of the acyl-chains exhibits
the shape of a slightly bent Bragg rod, reflecting the quasi-two-dimensional liquid-like short
range correlations of the acyl-chain positions. Undulation modes are probed at qz = 0 while
at finite qz contribution, baroclinic modes are probed. The diffraction data have been taken
from Ref. [130]. Bottom: (a) Relaxation times at the lipid chain and the water position
for all measured temperatures as determined from fits to the quasi elastic data shown in
the top left part of the figure. (b) Exponents β of the exponential decay exp

[

−(t/τ)β
]

as
determined from fits of the intermediate scattering function. Solid lines are guides to the
eye. (Figure from [132])
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The wafers are held in place by spacers and contained in a humidity chamber or other
appropriate sealed sample container. When the lipid molecules are at least partially deuter-
ated to give rise to a sufficiently large coherent scattering signal, the recorded signal depends
on the orientation of the stacked lipid sample with respect to the beam, i.e. the isotropy of
a powder sample is lost.

Using these stacked samples, collective motions parallel to the membrane plane and
perpendicular to the membrane plane can therefore be discriminated in the backscattering
spectra (Figure 8.2). For this purpose, the sample is measured at two different orientations
relative to the incident beam (Figure 8.2, left). The orientation is chosen such that the scat-
tering vector q is nearly parallel or perpendicular to the membrane surfaces, respectively.
Using partially deuterated lipids (DMPC-d54) and hydration with heavy water (D2O), the
lipid acyl-tail correlation peak and the broad D2O correlation peak can then be detected
at an in-plane scattering vector q|| ≈ 1.4 Å−1 and q|| ≈ 2 Å−1, respectively. When the scat-
tering signal is detected as a function of the sample temperature, a shift of the lipid acyl
correlation peak can be observed in the energy-integrated diffraction pattern (Figure 8.2,
right). The elastic energy window scan in parallel provides information on immobile-to-
mobile phase transitions. Note that the D2O nearest-neighbor structural correlation peak
is isotropic, i.e. it can be detected independently from the sample orientation. The quasi-
elastic linewidth at the D2O correlation peak position is equally isotropic. By contrast, the
quasi-elastic linewidths from the oriented, partially deuterated lipid samples become dis-
tinctly sensitive to the sample orientation at scattering vectors near the lipid-tail structural
correlation peak (figure 8.3). This observation confirms that collective diffusion modes of
the lipid tails parallel to the membrane plane can be detected. By combining structural in-
formation with neutron backscattering data and computer simulations, correlated dynamics
over several lipid distances can be quantified [129]. The lipid samples can be doted with
other molecules such as cholesterol, and the effect of such guest molecules which integrate
in the membranes can be studied [22].

8.3 Nanocomposite polymer systems, silk fibers

Nanocomposite polymer systems – in nature being represented by for instance collagen and
silk fibers and in technology by car tires and nylon fibers – are of prime interest in materials
science due to their superior mechanical properties as opposed to homogeneous materials.
Understanding the molecular mobility in these systems in addition of their microscopic and
mesoscopic structure may help to enhance the understanding of the mechanical properties.
This holds in particular for example for silk fibers – which are protein materials –, where
adsorbed water molecules change the mechanical properties (see Fig. 7.5, right). On a macro-
scopic scale, humid silk fibers become more rubber-like compared to dry silk fibers, i.e. their
stress-strain curve changes significantly (Fig. 7.5). Physically, the mechanical response at
least of dry silk fibers is in agreement with the model of entropy elasticity [62, 148]. In
silk fibers, adsorbed water molecules can in parallel be used as spectroscopic probes. Water
acts as a plasticizer in most H-bonded polymers and proteins (see e.g. [161]). This plasticiz-
ing effect is easily illustrated by an elastic window scan versus the sample temperature on a
backscattering spectrometer using a silk sample at different humidities (Figure 8.4). In addi-
tion, water selectively only accesses the amorphous regions in semicrystalline nanocomposite
polymer materials such as in particular cellulose and silk [110, 144]. Neutron spectroscopy
combined with structural information obtained in situ by neutron diffraction and ex situ by
x-ray diffraction can be used to access mechanical function [89, 138, 144, 143]. The neutron
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Figure 8.4: Elastic scattering intensities from silkworm silk fibers recorded on the backscat-
tering spectrometer IN10 within the 1 µeV energy resolution window, integrated over all
detectors (0.4 Å−1 < Q < 1.9 Å−1). All data have been taken on the same silk sample, and
the differences in the intensities at the lowest temperature are therefore a measure of the
water contents. The humidity of the sample was defined ex situ by a storage in an atmo-
sphere with the relative humidity RH as given in the legend. Inset: Apparent mean-squared
displacements 〈u2〉 calculated from the Q-dependence of the intensities I(Q) according to
I(Q) ∝ exp

(
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3
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)

. (Figure from [143])

spectroscopy experiments provide information on the dynamical response of the polymer
fibers under tensile strain, which can be applied in situ [144, 143] (Figure 7.5). The results
on humid silk fibers indicate faster relaxations of the confined water and polymer side groups
when tensile strain is applied [143]. These results can be seen in the context of other work
on “soft confinement”, which seems to generally induce faster relaxation [184]. The results
on the diffusion in a confined geometry inside water-plastizised silk fibers [143] have been
interpreted in terms of standard models for motion in confinement. Future analysis will take
into account recent models for fractional Brownian dynamics in proteins [86].

8.4 Colloidal suspensions and gels

When colloid particles are suspended in a liquid solution, the motion of the colloid particles
is strongly affected by the occupied volume fraction and by the surface charge pattern of the
suspended particles (see section 8.5).

In some cases, suitable colloid particles – denoted gelators – can immobilize the solvent
fluid on a macroscopic scale to form so-called gels. Gels have semi-solid mechanical properties
and emerge over time from the precursor-stage, the so-called sol, if the gelator concentration
is sufficiently high. The sol has the mechanical properties of a highly viscous liquid. Usually,
the sol-gel transition can be reversed by an adequate mechanical stimulus (e.g. stirring). The
macroscopic immobilization of the solvent fluid in a gel is reflected by a solid-like mechanical
modulus, and the gel can in several cases be formed with a remarkably low mass fraction
of the gelator [59]. Gelators can consist of inorganic materials such as clay minerals or
organic materials such as polymers. For instance, laponite clay mineral nano-particles can
immobilize water to form gels at a laponite mass fraction of 2.5 wt.% or less [169, 109]
(figure 8.5, left), and these samples can be investigated by both surface-sensitive and bulk
neutron scattering [158, 148]. Remarkably, the self-diffusion of the solvent water as detected
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Figure 8.5: Left: Photograph of a suspension of 2 wt.% laponite nanoparticles in water
(top), and of a suspension of 1.2 wt.% laponite in water (bottom). The samples were
colored with KMnO4 for better visibility. The direction of gravity being perpendicular to
the test tube cylinder axis, the photograph illustrates that the 2 wt.% suspension forms a
semisolid material – denoted a gel –, while the 1.2 wt.% suspension remains in a highly
viscous sol state on the observation time scale on the order of a day. Right: Quasi-elastic
scattering from water (circle symbols), and 2wt.% mineral gel samples (square symbols),
respectively, and corresponding fits of a jump-diffusion model (solid lines), for two different
scattering vectors Q (open and filled symbols). The data were recorded on the time-of-flight
spectrometer FOCUS, PSI, Switzerland. The respective instrumental resolution measured
by the scattering from vanadium is given in addition (dash-dotted lines). The fit results for
the half-width at half maximum (HWHM) of the single Lorentzian function assumed in the
model are given in the inset, completed by the result for the 1.2wt.% mineral sol. (Sample
temperature T = 285 K.) (Figure from [148])

by neutron spectroscopy in a scattering vector range of 0.4 < Q/Å < 2.1 thereby remains
unaffected [148] in the case of laponite gels (figure 8.5, right). In a different example gel
system, a so-called nanotube gel based on bile acid, the self-diffusion of the solvent molecules
seems to become even slightly faster compared to the pure-solvent reference system [175].

Gels can be responsive to temperature [136]. So-called supramolecular gels also have the
ability of immobilizing large amounts of solvent, for instance ethanol-water mixtures, at very
low supramolecular volume fractions below 1 % [121]. Applications of such bio-compatible
gels can be seen in controlled drug delivery (see e.g. [149]). All the above observations
suggest that gel systems need further investigation by incoherent neutron spectroscopy. It is
thereby particularly interesting that gels may represent extremely simplified model systems
of the intracellular matrix of biological cells [166]. The absence of an effect of the presence
of macromolecules on the solvent self-diffusion on molecular length scales has also been
observed in biological cells [78].

8.5 Proteins in crowded electrolyte solutions

Moving from gel systems as potential models to comprehend the intracellular solvent diffusion
to the macromolecules suspended in such solvents, we here address the topic of macromolec-
ular crowding in aqueous solution. The mobility of hydrated proteins has been investigated
comprehensively using neutron backscattering (see e.g. [42, 58, 178]). However, in these
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samples the proteins do not undergo any center-of-mass diffusion. By contrast, the present
and likely future research focus shifts towards aqueous solution samples. The biological mo-
tivation for the study of solution samples arises from the “crowded” solution character of
the interior of biological cells. In the intracellular medium, macromolecules and in particular
globular proteins occur at volume fractions typically around 40 % [47]. This macromolecu-
lar crowding can be assumed to have important implications on transport phenomena and
reaction kinetics inside biological cells.

volume fraction ϕ
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Figure 8.6: Normalized translational self-diffusion coefficients Dt/Dt(0) (circles) of BSA
proteins in water (D2O) as a function of the protein volume fraction ϕ for two different
temperatures (red and purple circles denote 280 and 300 K, respectively) after separation
of the rotational contributions. The purple line superimposed on the data is a guide to the
eye obtained from a polynomial fit indicating a temperature-independent mastercurve. The
upper and lower dashed purple lines indicate the upper and lower 96% prediction bounds,
respectively. The blue lines denote the colloidal short-time self-diffusion for hard spheres
(light blue, solid) and charged spheres (dark blue, dashed). The inset in the upper right cor-
ner illustrates the flow field (light blue stream line plot) generated by the movement of three
spheres (velocities are denoted by blue arrows) and therefore experiencing a hydrodynamic
force (pink arrows). (Figure from [135])

8.5.1 Protein self-diffusion and colloid physics

Aqueous solutions or suspensions of proteins can be discussed in terms of colloid physics [120].
Pioneering work in terms of interpreting the quasi-elastic neutron scattering data from pro-
teins in solution has been achieved by Pérez et al. [115]. Amongst the most important
functions in colloid physics is the dependence of the translational self-diffusion Dt(ϕ) on
the volume fraction ϕ occupied by the colloidal particles. This function can be analytically
derived for colloidal suspensions of hard spheres for both the short-time and long-time limits
of the self-diffusion [164]. The first step in discussing the behaviour of proteins in aqueous
solutions in terms of colloid physics [134] is to compare their diffusion behaviour with charge-
stabilized colloid suspensions [113]. The globular protein Bovine serum albumin (BSA) in
aqueous solution provides a very robust example of a charge-stabilized suspension as long as
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Figure 8.7: Top: Approximate sketch of a phase diagram of BSA proteins in aqueous solution
according to [180, 179]. BSA is fully dissolved in the regimes I and III and precipitates in
regime II. The regime I is characterized by predominant repulsive interactions. By contrast,
in regime II, attractive interactions prevail, and a liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) [179]
can be observed. The regime III is denoted the re-entrant regime. The critical salt concen-
trations c∗ and c∗∗, respectively, mark the transitions between the different regimes. Both
depend on the protein volume fraction, i.e. c∗ = c∗(ϕ). Bottom: Photograph of a BSA
protein solution at 200mg/ml in D2O at different YCl3 salt concentrations showing the tran-
sition from a colloidal suspension to a precipitate regime, corresponding to the transition
from regime I to regime II, i.e. crossing the phase separation line c∗ = c∗(ϕ) in the top part
of the figure.

no salts are added to the suspension. For this system, a systematic study of the dependence
on the protein translational self-diffusion coefficient Dt on the volume fraction ϕ occupied
by the proteins has recently been carried out [71, 135] (see also figure 4.4 and its discussion
in section 4.3). The experimental results Dt(ϕ) for the soft non-spherically shaped proteins
have been compared with the predictions from colloid theory for hard-sphere suspensions.
By a geometrical transformation of the complex protein shape including its hydration shell
to effective spheres, an accurate calibration of the volume fraction ϕ occupied by the pro-
teins can be achieved. A perfect agreement of experiment and theory for the short-time
self-diffusion (cf. chapter 2) has thus been confirmed [71, 135] (figure 8.6). The normalized
translational self-diffusion coefficient Dt(ϕ)/Dt(0) with the dilute-limit diffusion coefficient
D0 := Dt(0) thus seems to follow a temperature-independent master curve at physiological
temperatures (figure 8.6). It is evident from this work [135] that the translational diffusion
coefficient is slowed down drastically by the effect of macromolecular crowding already on
nanosecond time scales. This slowing-down has implications regarding physiological trans-
port processes and signal transduction in living cells. Further, the perfect quantitative
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agreement of the experiment for protein solutions with the colloid theory for hard spheres
confirms the applicability of these theories on nanometer length scales. Remarkably, these
neutron backscattering experiments thus prove that the diffusion of soft proteins with an
inhomogeneous shape and surface charge pattern can be quantitatively understood in terms
of relatively simple models for hard spheres. For this work on the protein self-diffusion un-
der macromolecular crowding conditions, it was essential to accurately model the shape of
the protein using small-angle x-ray scattering data. This modeling is the prerequisite to
calibrate the volume fraction occupied by the proteins in the solution, which is essential for
the comparison with colloid theory. Further, dynamic light scattering data are required to
normalize the diffusion coefficients to the dilute limit. This underlines that various types of
experiments are routinely necessary to explore a particular system in soft-matter science.

Remarkably, the global short-time diffusion D of the BSA proteins in water can be de-
scribed by simple Brownian diffusion in this study [134] (see also figure 4.4). Backscattering
spectrometers with an increased dynamic range will allow to test up to which temperature
this description holds. They will also allow to access more dilute protein solutions, which
will be important to discriminate colloid hard-sphere models for non-charged and charged
spheres, respectively, within the experimental accuracy. Such experiment options are given
at BASIS [101] and also motivate the implementation of the future BATS option for IN16B
(section 6.5). It is emphasized that in the previous study on BSA protein solutions [134], the
same protein serves both as crowding agent and as tracer particle. Higher flux backscatter-
ing spectrometers may in the future also allow to investigate the effect of external crowders,
where the tracer particle and the crowding agent are different macromolecules.

8.5.2 Effects of charge, ion valency, and pH

The interior of living cells is characterized not only by macromolecular crowding but also by
the presence of salt ions. Suitable charges induced by salt ions or pH can affect the phase
diagram of proteins in solution crucially. For instance, it has been shown that the presence of
the three-valent salt YCl3 can induce critical phenomena such as the transition from solution
to precipitate regimes of the model protein Bovine serum albumin (figure 8.7) [180]. With
rising salt concentration, the system leaves the precipitate regime and re-enters an aqueous
solution regime. The rising YCl3-concentration induces an increasing charge-screening. The
re-entrance regime is governed by a charge inversion of the proteins by a binding of multi-
valent counterions [180]. The characteristics of the phase diagram depicted in figure 8.7 can
be assumed to hold for a large class of proteins [181].

Within the precipitate regime, a liquid-liquid phase separation [77, 179] can be ob-
served (figure 8.7). Such complex phase diagrams suggest that charges can be assumed
to play an important role in tuning biological interactions. The complex surface charge pat-
terns of proteins strongly influence the protein-salt interactions. Also, clustering phenomena
are relevant for understanding protein aggregation and crystallization. The formation of dy-
namic lysozyme protein clusters has been found recently using neutron spectroscopy [122].
Recent experiments indicate the presence of dynamic density fluctuations or clusters also for
aqueous Bovine serum albumin protein solutions containing YCl3 ions [71]. These fluctua-
tions can give rise to local crowding and the formation of protein nanoclusters. Dynamic
clusters may be a precursor to protein crystal formation. Future systematic studies applying
charge-tuning to various aqueous protein-salt solutions will allow to comprehend the phase
diagrams in detail. The focus of neutron spectroscopy studies will thereby be on the pro-
tein cluster size, density, and life-time as a function of protein and salt concentration in
the solution, and the possible existence of universal scaling laws in the spirit of theories of
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Figure 8.8: (A) Total mean-squared displacement 〈u2〉 (circles) of an aqueous (D2O) BSA
protein solution (concentration 500 mg/ml) versus temperature T . The solution was heated
at 7.4 · 10−2 K/min. Using a phenomenological model [73] we describe the data (solid line
superimposed on the data) and determine the denaturing interval T1 < T < T2 (dotted
vertical lines). The upper images illustrate a colloidal suspension of native proteins (left)
and the cross-linked network of denatured proteins (right). Inset: Measured elastic intensity
S (Q, |ω| < ∆ω) versus Q2 (circles) for the same sample at T = 290 K recorded at IN10.
A quadratic fit [73] (solid line) was used to determine 〈u2〉. (B) 〈u2〉 − 〈u2

diff
〉 (circles),

where 〈u2
diff
〉 accounts for the apparent mean-squared displacement due to global diffusion in

solution and has been obtained using neutron backscattering QENS data [73]. The transition
regime from native to denatured proteins is denoted by the two vertical dashed lines. At
T0 = (T1 + T2)/2 a transition occurs, characterized by a kink in the curve (arrow). (Figure
from [73])

dynamic critical phenomena [74] may be explored. Understanding the dynamic aspects of
protein cluster formation and crystallization will contribute to understand aggregation phe-
nomena for instance in silks, which are semicrystalline protein materials spun from aqueous
solution [172] (see section 8.3), and other biological systems. Progress in this field may also
help to elucidate pathological pathways in protein aggregate formation.

8.5.3 Unfolding and denaturing

Understanding protein folding poses one of the largest challenges in biological physics. The
reverse process of protein unfolding from the native state toward and beyond the denatur-
ing can be easily experimentally controlled and may be worth some further considerations.
In particular, the reverse process can be closely monitored with various spectroscopy tech-
niques. When a globular protein denatures, the associated unfolding is accompanied by
a transition of the protein polypeptide chains from a helical to a random coil conforma-
tion [183]. The change in the conformation induces distinct changes in the protein subunit
diffusion which can be resolved using neutron spectroscopy [71]. Further, depending on the
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protein concentration in solution, vulcanization [32] or gelation may occur upon denaturing,
since the unraveling polypeptide chains may crosslink. The conceptual link of the study of
protein denaturing with the investigation of macromolecular crowding (see subsection 8.5.1)
is important, since crowding is known to induce dramatic effects on the thermodynamics of
denaturing [156]. Thus, crowding tends to entropically stabilize proteins and increase their
denaturing temperature. Neutron backscattering can therefore be assumed to contribute
importantly to the understanding of protein motion in solution near the denaturing tran-
sition. By separating different dynamic modes, namely the center-of-mass diffusion of the
proteins in solution as well as the protein internal modes (both diffusive and vibrational), a
framework can be provided to extract the purely vibrational modes of a denaturing protein
in solution [73]. This framework is based on the scattering function for diffusing proteins in
aqueous solution [73] assuming uncoupled diffusing and vibrational modes [41],

S(Q, ω) = exp

(

−1

3
〈u2

vib
〉Q2

)

L(ω, γ)

⊗{A(Q) δ(ω) + [1 − A(Q)]Lβ(ω, Γ)} , (8.1)

where 〈u2
vib
〉 denotes the mean-squared displacement from vibrational modes, A(Q) the elas-

tic incoherent structure factor, L the Lorentzian describing the convolution of rotational and
translational diffusion, and Lβ a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts function accounting for internal
relaxation modes [73]. The experimentally observed apparent mean-squared displacement
〈u2〉 = 〈u2

vib〉 + 〈u2
sub〉 +

〈

u2
diff

〉

recorded by fixed elastic-window scans (see section 4.3)
consists of the contributions 〈u2

vib〉 from vibrations, 〈u2
sub〉 from internal relaxation modes,

and
〈

u2
diff

〉

from the global rotation and translation diffusion in solution. These contri-
butions can be decomposed quantitatively using the new analytical framework by Hennig
et al. [73] (figure 8.8). In figure 8.8, the application of this framework serves to illustrate
the thermal denaturing of BSA proteins in an aqueous solution. The accurate knowledge
of the self-diffusion of the proteins obtained from neutron backscattering QENS data (sub-
section 8.5.1) and of the elastic scattering obtained from backscattering fixed window data
are both essential to extract and separate off the purely vibrational signal of a protein (fig-
ure 8.8) [73]. In the future, systematic studies to investigate the denaturing temperature
as a function of the protein and salt concentration will be possible using this framework.
The framework will also allow to deconvolute time-of-flight spectroscopy data, such that
the center-of-mass motion of proteins can be separated from protein internal relaxation and
vibration modes. This possibility points towards a further understanding of the elastic in-
coherent structure factor of proteins in solution [137]. The separation of internal modes
from neutron spectroscopy data on solution samples will also simplify the comparison with
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations by circumventing the necessity to simulate also the
global motion of the proteins in solution. Ultimately, the accurate access to internal modes
of motion of proteins in solution will permit to address configuration entropies.
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Chapter 9

Perspectives

Soft condensed matter science and the understanding of disordered systems are amongst the
large scientific challenges of the 21st century. Notably, living systems are based on disorder
as well as on non-equilibrium phenomena [40]. In particular regarding disordered systems, a
better understanding will certainly not rely solely on methods resolving structural informa-
tion. Methods disclosing the molecular motion will be equally essential, and a direct access
to intermolecular interactions through incoherent neutron scattering will be amongst these
methods. Self-diffusion as probed by incoherent quasi-elastic neutron scattering provides
such information on interaction. Biological function, transport processes, membrane trans-
duction and also the transport of information in biological systems are essentially defined
as dynamic phenomena governed to a large extent by diffusion. The unique direct access
to self-diffusion complements the information on collective diffusion obtained at compara-
tively small scattering vectors using dynamic light scattering in the visible (DLS) and x-ray
(XPCS) wavelength range, and also using spin-echo techniques. It is noted that with the
latter, an approximation of the self-diffusion can be obtained at large scattering vectors.
In comparison with many other techniques which can obtain equivalent results in suitable
conditions, neutrons display a particularly robust character. All light scattering methods
are sensitive to the stability and cleanliness of the entire experimental setup. This demand
affects the requirements on the thermal stability of monochromators, mirrors and other com-
ponents in the case of x-ray experiments and invokes a sensitivity to individual grains of dust
in the case of visible light. By contrast, neutron techniques are rather insensitive to such
instabilities and impurities. In comparison with Raman scattering, the absence of heat load
on the sample in the case of neutrons is worth being highlighted. Soft-matter samples are
often characterized by the absence of a long-range order. As noted in section 2.7, a partic-
ular strength of incoherent neutron spectroscopy in soft matter science is therefore that the
method is sensitive to the local order of a sample. It is emphasized that incoherent neutron
spectroscopy is rarely used as the only technique applied on a system. In the particular case
of most of the examples presented in chapter 8, amongst others small-angle x-ray scattering
is an essential complement (for a review on SAXS, see e.g. [114] and references therein).

9.1 Future science using neutron backscattering

Proteins are one prime example of soft-matter systems. Protein diffusion in aqueous so-
lution under the conditions of molecular crowding is at the foundations of the function of
biological cells. Protein diffusion is not only affected by the protein volume fraction in so-
lution, but also by the ionic strength, and – remarkably – valency, of salts present in the
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solution. Some multivalent salts such as YCl3 can thus induce complex phase diagrams
in some protein solutions such as those of Bovine Serum Albumin. These phase diagrams
are characterized by precipitate and reentrance regimes [180], and the understanding of the
parameters controlling the phase diagrams may have a fundamental impact for instance on
understanding protein aggregation and crystallization. The effective hydrodynamic radius
of the proteins with their hydration shells and surface charges plays an essential role in this
context. The self-diffusion is the only model-free access to determine the hydrodynamic ra-
dius, and therefore neutron backscattering will be indispensable in exploring phase diagrams
of protein solutions. The self-diffusion provides a unique access to interactions of proteins
and other nanoscale colloidal particles in solution [7]. The recent work in the context of
the PhD thesis by M. Hennig [71] points towards the future importance of charge tuning
and charge-controlled interactions of proteins. For instance, protein clusters have initially
been studied using static methods [157]. Phenomena such as transient or dynamic clusters
of proteins forming in aqueous solutions can only be understood on the basis of neutron
spectroscopic investigations [122]. Dynamic clusters can be assumed to have an impact on
protein aggregation. Further, protein folding can also be understood only as a dynamic
phenomenon, where it will be interesting to study the reverse process, i.e. protein unfolding,
with spectroscopic methods. Here, neutron backscattering can provide information on the
subunit diffusion of proteins as a function of temperature. The prominent topic of protein
aggregation, besides its importance in achieving protein single crystals for structure determi-
nation, is also relevant in many biological processes such as silk fiber formation, and equally
concerns pathological pathways known in medicine.

In the experimental “neighborhood” complementing the neutron backscattering tech-
nique, noteworthy methods are neutron spin-echo spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering
using visible and x-ray photons, and nuclear magnetic resonance techniques. Also using fu-
ture dynamic x-ray scattering experiments, the nanosecond dynamic window to investigate
self-diffusion will probably remain unique to neutron methods. As static methods, x-ray and
neutron diffraction and small-angle scattering experiments provide important complemen-
tary structural information. These and other methods are routinely combined to address
questions in soft matter science. For instance, whilst opaque materials such as crowded
colloidal suspensions are inaccessible by light scattering techniques, the latter can access the
dilute-limit diffusion constant D0. D0 in turn is difficult to access by neutron techniques
due to the insufficient neutron flux. SAXS and SANS techniques give access to nanoscale
colloidal structure and form factors and to the osmotic compressibility, which are essential
parameters to compare measured diffusion constants with colloid theory.

Nuclear magnetic resonance techniques (NMR) also have to be mentioned in the ex-
perimental neighborhood of neutron backscattering. Although NMR is not a scattering
technique, it has some formal similarity [50] in that it can detect angle-time correlation
functions as opposed to space-time correlation functions. A coordinate transformation then
shows that information from NMR can be compared with incoherent neutron spectroscopy
data at very small scattering vectors [50].

Future experiments can be expected to combine neutron spectroscopy and other spec-
troscopy experiments in situ. This combination can for instance be relevant if denaturing is
observed by a temperature scan recording the elastically scattered neutrons and in parallel
determining the characteristic footprint of the protein folding state using infrared or Ra-
man spectroscopy. Both accurate humidity and temperature control are essential to control
for instance protein aggregation in protein films. Therefore, an accurate in situ humidity
control combined with temperature control will play an important role. The most accurate
approach to define the humidity of a sample in situ would consist in measuring the water
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adsorption isotherm when preparing the sample on the neutron spectrometer. Moreover, for
some experiments in situ mechanical testing will also be of interest.

It is likely that the relevance of surface and interface studies will further increase, cov-
ering fields from catalytic chemistry to biological interactions at membranes. Due to the
comparatively weak neutron sources, it is not straight-forward to carry out surface-sensitive
neutron time-of-flight and backscattering spectroscopy. By contrast, using x-rays in a
grazing incidence geometry, both structural and spectroscopic experiments can be carried
out [38, 39, 64, 97, 98, 145, 146, 147, 153, 165]. The advantage of x-ray photon correla-
tion spectroscopy (XPCS) is, however, not as significant as it may appear at first glance,
since XPCS is a “photon hungry” technique. A correlation function can only be obtained
by having a sufficient number of photons in the time interval relevant for the time scale of
motion to be observed in a sample. I.e. the faster the motion in the sample, the higher the
photon flux needs to be. Further, x-ray sources have an inherent time structure which has
to be observed. By contrast, in the to some extent analogous neutron spin-echo technique,
in principle only one neutron polarization needs to be successfully measured independent of
the time scale of motion observed in a sample. XPCS and neutron spin-echo techniques can
be combined to increase the overall dynamic range [150].

Already at present, powder samples with large effective surfaces are used to study for in-
stance surface diffusion phenomena and interatomic potentials relevant in catalytical chem-
istry using neutron spectroscopy, including neutron backscattering [92, 91]. The use of
stacked systems of many parallel surfaces to create a quasi-2D geometry for neutron spec-
troscopy has been pioneered only recently [112]. In the future, it may be considered whether
the latter setups may be enhanced using resonant beam coupling principles. Resonant beam
coupling of neutrons to multilayer waveguide structures has been demonstrated by Pfeiffer et
al. [118] for alternating Nickel/Carbon multilayers. For this application, the stacked system
would essentially need to form an alternating pattern of layers with a very low scattering
cross section and layers with a high coherent scattering cross section. The former could
consist of silicon when illuminated at a sufficiently large wavelength (e.g. 6.27 Å) in order to
not excite Bragg peaks. The latter could be fully deuterated lipid membranes, which give a
large critical angle of total external reflection. However, designing a suitable resonant beam
coupling device based on soft matter will definitely pose a significant challenge.

9.2 Future backscattering instrument developments

We have reviewed the project of the high-resolution cold neutron backscattering spectrometer
IN16B in detail in this work. In the context of the IN16B project, progress in neutron optics
has been made by the quantitative understanding of the Phase Space Transformation for
divergent neutron beams. IN16B is optimized for a reactor-based continuous neutron source.
Hence, IN16B complements medium-resolution backscattering spectrometers at pulsed spal-
lation neutron sources which are optimized for the time structure of the neutron source and
therefore make a compromise in the energy resolution. Future backscattering instrument up-
grades can include the combination of highest-resolution backscattering as is implemented at
reactor-source backscattering spectrometers with a time-of-flight option at a reactor source.
The latter closes the gap in the dynamic range towards dedicated time-of-flight spectrome-
ters. Technically, this optional configuration will be achieved by defining a monochromatic
incident beam through time-of-flight choppers which replace the Doppler monochromator.
The Doppler monochromator as well as the Phase Space Transformer are therefore moved out
of the beam path by rotating the secondary spectrometer cabin and putting the PST chopper
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disk to an open position. In this way, the incoming TOF-monochromatic beam illuminates
the sample directly. The scattered neutrons pass via the analyzer crystals to the detectors
in the same way as in the high-resolution Doppler-monochromator setup. This optional
future upgrade for IN16B corresponds to backscattering instruments existing at spallation
neutron sources such as BASIS at the SNS. A further future upgrade of the backscattering
technique consists in implementing neutron polarization analysis. Also, besides the standard
Si(111), other monochromator/analyzer crystals such as Si(311) and later GaAs(200) will be
included. GaAs(200) crystals, corresponding to an elastic wavelength in backscattering of
5.65 Å, are characterized by a relative extinction width which is by approximately one order
of magnitude smaller compared to Si(111) crystals [5, 94]. Thus, GaAs analyzer crystals
can be used to achieve a significantly enhanced energy resolution at a Q-range similar to
Si(111). By contrast, Si(311) crystals are used to obtain a maximum scattering vector of
approximately 3.8 Å−1. This scattering vector can at present only routinely be achieved at
the thermal neutron backscattering spectrometer IN13 at the ILL, where a recent example
of diffusion in lipid membranes outlines the interest in QENS studies at large Q [8], being,
however, limited by the low available flux. IN16B in the Si(311) mode can be expected to
significantly outperform IN13 in neutron flux at Q < 3.8 Å−1. Besides the high-flux options
of IN16B using the Phase Space Transformer, an additional optional side position for the
secondary spectrometer will be implemented. In this side-position setup, the incident neu-
trons pass by a deflector crystal before entering the secondary spectrometer. The PST disk
then takes on the role of a mere deflector chopper. The side position provides a reduced
neutron flux and energy range, but also a reduced background and in combination with
optimized deflector crystals a significantly reduced beam divergence. This low-divergence
option is suitable for experiments where structure and coherent scattering are important.

9.3 Conclusion

Dynamic phenomena and motion on nanometer length scales in soft matter and biomaterials
can be expected to be in the focus of research for many years to come. Future experiments
will include membranes, fibers, proteins in solution to test colloid theories, protein dena-
turing, and many other soft materials of fundamental interest. Systematic experimental
studies achieving a quantitative comparison of experiments with theory and simulation will
further enhance our fundamental understanding of dynamics-function relationships in bio-
logical systems. Here, cold neutron backscattering takes a unique place in a neighborhood
of complementary experimental techniques. An example of a very systematic investigation
of a sample parameter dependence has very recently been provided by the volume-fraction
dependence of the protein self-diffusion in aqueous solutions [135], which agrees quantita-
tively with predictions from colloid theory. The unique experimental possibilities of neutron
backscattering are given by the access to a sub-micro-electron volt energy resolution and,
thus, to nanosecond time scales of motion. Backscattering spectrometers reach this high en-
ergy resolution in a range of scattering vectors which, depending on the choice of the crystal
setup, typically is within 0.2 Å−1 < Q < 3.8 Å−1. The accessible scattering vectors thus
cover nanometer length scales. In this (Q, ω)-range, the elastic incoherent structure factor
and the molecular self-diffusion can be detected through incoherent scattering. In addition,
the backscattering technique is also sensitive to coherent scattering, which can be applied to
detect collective molecular motion. The optimized use of these experimental approaches by
backscattering spectrometers with enhanced flux will certainly inspire further new science.
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